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1 SUPREME COURT ADVI SORY
2 BOARD MEETING
3 November 7. 1986
4 (Morning Session)
5

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We will now come to

7 order.. It's 10 minutes to 9;00 on November the

87th, which was our next agreed scheduled meeting.

9 Pirst order of business, does anyone have any

10 suggestions to change the minutes? Are there any
11 changes to the minutes as they appear on page 3
12 and fOllowing pertaining to our September 12-13,
13 1986 meeting? If not, then the minutes will stand
14 as written and pUblished in these materials, which
15 are. of course, the materials for this meeting"

16 And all of you should have one of these booklets
17 that's letter-sized bound at the left-hand side"
18 That will be our agenda.
19 You don't need this now, but before this
20 seasion adjourns, you will also need a legai-sized
21 booklet that' abound at the top, because the
22 legal-sized one contains what I think are the
23 completed rules, although they still need your
24 critical review. And I appreciate the input that

25 I l ve had on the phone al ready Sav ins me some
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1 errOrS in this .- in the so-caiied compieted

2 rules..
3 But we'll take up the remainder of OUr agenda

4 first and start, since we're a little bit short on

5 manpower a t this point, on some of the perhaps

6 more controversial matters with Bill Dorsaneoø

7 whose materials begin on page 13 and also are the

8 subject of the recent handout..

9 Billi this handout starts with page 115; is

10 that right, at the bottom of what. s been handed

11 au t?
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yes..
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Br ief sand Argument
14 in the Court of Appeals?
15 PROFESSOR IlORSANEO: Yes, Luke..

16 Really, in the booklet we would really be on page
17 71, 71 of the booklet..
18 CHAIRMAN SOULES: All right.. Let's
19 start, then, on 71, page 71 of the agenda booklet

20 and tbese paper Clipped materials that Bill just
21 handed out..
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: And I'LL be
23 addressing agenda item No.. 3 concerning the Rules
24 of Appellate Procedure 74y 80 (a), 90 (a), 131,
25 136(a)..
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1 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Bill, is that
2 included in this material?

3 'ROFESSOR DORSANEOI Yes.
4 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Okay. This is all
5 we need in front of us, then, in addition to the
6 agenda on page 71?

7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO~ I l il direct you

8 to particular pages in the book as appropriate.

9 The handout document is the draft of the Texas

10 Rules of Appellate Procedure as it exists on
11 various compu ters. That explains the numbering
12 system at the bottom of each page.
13 The first rule is Rule 74 which deals with
14 briefs in the Courts of Appeals. The suggestion

15 is to amend paragraph H of the rule on page 118 of

16 this handout to Prescribe a limitation on the
17 length of briefs fiied in the Courts of Appeals..
18 If you look in the booklet on pages 72 and

19 73, you.ll see a letter from Justice Wallace to
20 Luke Soules concerning this particular problem.
21 Unfortunately, at the time I draf ted the language
22 in proposed paragraph H for Rule 74 appearing on

23 page 118 of the handout, I did not have Justice
24 Wallace.s letter before me.
25 I used as a model the Federal Rule of
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1 Appellate Procedure dealing with thø length of

2 briefs.. And. it prescribes a different length of

3 principal briefs and respect briefs. So. I guess

l the question is how many pages. and wbat is to be

5 included in the computation of pages..

6 I see, basically, three 81 ternatives.. The

7 first alternative would be to select a number, a

8 specific number, whatever that number would be,

9 and say that all briefs filed in the Courts of
10 Appeals will not exceed that number without
11 permission of the Court.. Thirty or fifty or some
12 other number could be used..
13 Another alternative is to differentiate
14 between prinCipal briefs and respect briefs.
15 Principal briefs are meant to mean both the
16 appellantls brief and tbe appellee.s brief.. A
17 respec t brief would be another brief, perhaps the
18 appeiiant.. brief in respect to the appellee's
19 brief..
20 The federal rule takes that approach and uses
21 the SO pagei 25 page lengths..
22

23
(Off the record discussion
(ensued ..

24

25 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Sam, did you have --
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1 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO): I was asking
2 about an intervenor, what an intervenor would

3 brief for.
4 PROFESSOR DORSANBOi 18m sure he would

5 be 50 -- it would be a principal brief 1 it would

6 be 50 pages. You know, I'~ fairly sure. So, that

7 really is it.
8 PROFESSOR WALKER: What about amicus

9 curiae?
10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Amicus Curiae,
11 those briefs are not filed. They would be dealt
12 with in -- they're dealt with in Rule .20 of the
13 Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure. The subj ec t
14 of amicus curiae briefs is dealt with. And if we
15 wanted to put a spec if ic page 1 imitation for the
16 amicus curiae, we could put it there, or we could
17 do what Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 20 now

18 does, which is send uS back to this rule, and I
19 would suppose it would be 50, unless the amicus
20 curiae files a respect.. In that event, it would
21 be 25.
22 I debated with myself about whether it was

13 appropriate to go and put a number in Texas Rule

.24 of Appellate Procedure 20 or just simply continue

25 the practice of cross-referring back to the
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1 briefing :rules.. I have no particuiar
2 recommendation on the number of pages, just to get

3 this on the table. I borrowed from aDother rule

4. book. That seemed to be an appropriate place to

5 do borrowing.

6 There is one other issue& How you count the

7 pages.. I borrowed frOm the federal, which say.

8 you exclude the table of contents and the table of

9 authorities or index of authorities and any

10 addendum containing statutes, rules, regulations,
11 et cetera.. That is federal language from the
12 Federal Appellate Rules..
13 I toyed with the idea about exclUding other

14 things, like perhaps points of error.. But that
15 gets you into -- once you start thinking in those
16 term.~ you start getting into real problems of

17 computation.. You exclude points of errOr. Do you
18 then exclude the restatement of the pOints of
19 error when the points of error are restated, if
20 they are restated?
21 And what I basically decided was this would
22 be a good starting point if we picked 50 pages
2~ rather than 30 pages.. MOS t of the time that
24 wouldn1t be a problem.. But we wouldn1t have these

25 exceedingly long briefs, and at least the lawyers
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1 wouid think about the length of briefs when

2 they Jre preparing them rather than putting in

3 long-stream citations and a lot of stream of

4 consciousness dictation without any particular

5 point to it.
6 This same concept i.s embodied in the Supreme

7 Court's brief rule, which is Rule 131 for the

8 application. And if you will turn and look at
9 page 176 of this handout, you will see how I did

10 that. "Except by permission of the Court, an

11 application and any brief in support thereof shall
12 not exceed a total of $0 pages in length."
13 I retained the idea of talking about an
11 application and a separate brief because that was

15 easy -- the easiest thing to do, but imposed a
16 total 50-page limitation in the aggregate on the

17 appliCant.
18 MR. MCMAINS: Bill, when we rewrote
19 the Appellate Rules, did we keep the provisions
20 that allow the filing of an additional brief when
21 the application is granted?
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yes..
23 MR.. MCMAINS: Okay. I mean, ¡
24 couldn't remember whether we kept it..
25 PROFBSSOR DORSANEOI Not -- we didn't
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1 eliminate it.
2 MR. MCMAINS i We didn' t do it

3 intentionally.. I just don' t know.
4 PROFESSOR PORSANEO: And the last

5 place where this would come up would be in Rule

6 136, "Briefs of Respondents and Others. Length

7 of Briefs. Except by permission of the Court, a

8 brief in response to the application, a brief of

9 an amicus cur iae is prov ided in Rul e 20 and any

10 other principal brief shall not exceed 50 pages in
11 length, exclusive of pages containing the table of
12 contents, index of authorities and any addendum...'

13 So that this page limitation issue is in
14 those three rules: 74 ø 131 and 136. And I don l t
15 suppose we need to be consistent from rule to
16 rule.. The Supreme Court could have more or less

17 than the Courts of AppealS.. I just put it on the
1 a floor to see wha t you think..

19 MR. BEARD: proceduretise, how would
20 that permission be obtained? You just file this
21 brief this long or this application this long and
22 say I had permission to file it --
23 MR.. MCMAINS: You file a motion..

24 MR. BEARD: -- and give the reason

25 why, or do you have to file a motion first before
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1. you get down to the last day and you 'rEI rElady

2 to -- you find out your brief is longer.

3 PROrBSSOR BOGAR; Bill, ~ think in
4. response to that, that the Court's recommendation

5 in their letter requiring a motion is better than

6 talking abou t permission. I mean, everybody knows

7 what a motion is. And the first thing somebodY is

a going to do is say, well, what kind of

9 permission? Oral permission? Written

10 permission? Can I just call one of the judges, Or
11 something i ike that. And I would suggest that if

12 we adopt this, that we think about thinking in
13 terms of a motion practice rather than the term
14 "permission. ~
15 PROFESSOR PORSANEO: All right.
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Now, that doesn't
17 answer the question, but that's one concern I see
18 with it..
19 MR.. MCMAINS i Can I -- I guess we

20 don't have a chairman here right now.. You.re the
21 chairman now, Bill, the acting chairman.. Was the
22 Court's rule itself -- I mean, the sugg.estion on

23 the page limitation directed more at the
24 applications? I mean, is it that. obviously,
25 is the Supreme Court l s concern..
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1 JUSTICE WALLACE; I think the
2 applications probably cover 99 percent of the

.3 abuses"

4 MR" MCMAINS: Okay" What II. getting
5 at is, why mess with the Court of Appeals? Leave

ó it to them -- because a lot of Court of Appeals

7 have local rules on the numbers of pages that they

8 have, and some don 9 t have any local rules. you

9 know, and will accept the kitchen sink. but --
10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Well, the Supreme

11 Court may have to read those briefs, I gueBs,

12 would be the response"

13 MR.. MCMAINS: Well, but they're going

11 to have to do that anyway.. I mean, the Court of
15 Appeals if some Courts of Appeals are inclined
16 to look at any length of brief anybody wants to
17 file, then that's going to be a problem they have

18 anyway" I mean, you know, wha tever the Court
19 finds acceptable now, and they have the power and

20 prerogative DOW under their local rule practice..
21 I guess, my basic concern being there tends

22 to be a stronger and longer treatment of facts in
2'3 making of a number of arguments at the Court of

24 Appeals level, that when you get to the Supreme
25 Court, theoretically, it should be distilled in
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1 some manner * They aren' t aiways, but if you have

2 a page lbnitation in the Supreme COurt, then you

3 may coerce the distilling it ought to take.
4 But I have more comfort level if we don't

5 mess with the Supr.eme -- with the Court of Appeals

6 page length rules on an arbitrary -- you know,

7 just setting it here from a cOmmittee.s

8 standpoint.

9 PROFESSOR EDGAR$ Have we had any
10 complaints from the Courts of Appeals concerning
11 the lengths of briefs? I mean, is this a stated
12 problem with the Courts, Judge Wallace?

13 JUSTICE WALLACE; I em not -- I haven e t

14 -- I lro not advised on that, ¡ guess, is the best

15 way to put it.
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, then if
17 MR. MCMAINS $ Some of them have
18 problems, but they used to -- Corpus just strikes
19 the brief and sends it back.
:2 0 PROFESSOR EDGAR: If they are

21 sufficiently concerned to raise the question
22 imposing a 1 imitation, would we be served by
23 imposing one for them?

24 MR. MCMAINS: I mean, the way the --

25 for instance, the Corpus court, they donlt really
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1 have a pronouDced expressed local rule. but if you

.2 file a brief that they think is too long, they

3 send it back and strike it.. Then you have to call

4 them up and find out what's wrong with it. And

5 they tell you. well, it's too long or it's got too
6 many points of error. But. I mean, you id be

7 surprised how promptly the other aide responds to

S that activity.
9 So. they don' t seem to have a -- I don' t

10 think any of the courts that are concerned about
11 this, as you, had any problem enforcing it..

12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Let me -- so I

13 caD get this drafting job done, let me stop. I
14 think -- and back up, because we just got to a
15 second issue.
16 I think that Professor Edgar' s comment and

17 Pat Beard's comment referring me back to Justice
18 Wallace.s letter, both of those comments are well
19 taken. And I propose to change all of the places

20 where length of briefs language appears to
21 eliminate the phrase "by permission of the Court"
22 and to substitute the sentence "the Court may,
2'3 upon motion, permit a longer briefll in lieu of
24 that..
25 Does anybody have a problem with me doing
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1 that so we can get that issue out of the way?

2 MR.. BEARD = i still ..- you've got a

3 brief that'. lODger and your time is up. Do YOu

4 file a motion with the longer brief and a$k

5 permission to file that? If they don't grant ,it,
6 then you've got to -- what do you do about about

7 your time frame? Thatl s really --

8 MR.. MCMAINS = The problem, of course,

9 is
10 MR.. BEARD. riling it in advance to
11 the time that you finish the brief is difficult..
12 MR. MCMAINS: Yes.. If you take this
13 with the federal practice the federal practice,
14 of course, is that they will not allow you to file
15 a longer brief without permission having been
16 granted in advance..
17 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO) i But it's by the

18 clerk, isn't it, Rusty? I always get it by the
19 clerk..
20 MR.. MCMAINS: Well, as a general rule,

21. yes.. They have a delegation of a general rule

22 that has delegated authority to grant various
23 motions or permissions by the cl erks.. And they
24 just arbitrarily do it.. In fact, you can call
25 them up on the teiephone and send a confirming
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1 letter..
.2 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO) t That's whY you

3 don't have the problem that Pat i s raised.

4 MR.. MCMAINS: That's right. That's
5 why you don l t have quite as much of a problem..

6 But 1'm just saying that is the federal rule
7 has been interpreted that they will not file it
8 unless you had had permission in advance and that

9 permission you know, a motion requesting that
10 has got to be filed in advance to f il ing the br ief
11 and acted on or else you.re not entitled to file
12 it..
13 That's why I hesitate -- like you, you may be
14 on the last day and you say, oops, I.ve got 10
15 pages here. ¡ 've got to --
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, f requen tly you

17 are on the las t day and you don l t know how long
18 the brief is until the thing is due the next day.
19 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well.. my response

.20 would be that we probably could spend all morning

21 on that working out all of the mechanics of i,t,
22 aDd I'm sufficiently Comtortable with Ø~he Court
23 may.. upon motion, permit 8. longer brief.." And
24 some -- the Eastland court is going to be more
25 flexible about that than will sOme of the other
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1 courts. And that's just part of what YOu have to

2 know to get along in the world.

3 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO) i But, you know,

4 I disagre~ with Rusty. I like a uniform rule on

5 the lengths of briefs. if weIr. going to be
6 looking at lengths. And in the past. I know the

7 Courts of Appeals have complained about that and

a proposed new rules.

9 I like it that you have at least a minimum

10 standard beCause, you know, a lot of times in our
11 day of jurisprudence, you may be thinking you' re
12 going to file a brief with the Court of Appeals in
13 1£1 Paso, but it ends up being heard by the
14 Texarkana. And I would just as soon have one rule
15 statewide for the Courts of Appeals. too.
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: On that pOint
17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: That's getting to

18 another issue again. That's not ~-
19 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO): I understand.

20 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: All right. Could
21 we get this motion thing out of the way? I
22 propose to use Justice Wallace's language rather
23 than "by permission of the Court.-
24 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO) i I second it.

25 CHAIRMAN SOULES i All in favor show by
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1 hands. Opposed? That.. unanimous.

2 PROFESSOR PORSANEOi All right. So,
3 if you l re iooking at page 118, the language would

4 be, as changed, "Except as spec if ied. by local rule

5 of the Court of Appeals,. continuing through ~et

6 cetera, ~ and then a sentence added after -et

7 cetera. saying the following: "The Court may,

B upon motion. permit a longer brief..
9 Without taking up the committeel. time. I

10 would propose to .ake corresponding chang.. in
11 Rules 131 and 136.

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay, Now, what did

13 you do with the opening sentence of paragraph B at
14 the top of 118 where it says "except by permission
15 of the Court"?
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI I struck "by
17 permission of the Court, or."
18 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Except as spec if ied

19 by the local rule?
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi Uh-huh. Now, I
21 guess we get to the nex tissue" Tha t is, should
22 we have a length of briefs rule for both of the
2'3 Appellate Courts?

24 Let me back up, please.. 11m gOing to add in
25 the words "in civil cases" before "except. H I
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1 think that needs to be there, too" I'm not I

2 don't think anybody needs to vote on that..

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES = Any pbj ec tion to

4. that? That's unanimous..

5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: How is that going to

6 read now? Rather than putting it after "principal

7 brief," just say .Principal briefs in civil cases
S as specified by local rule.. Principal briefs in
9 civil cases shall not exceed 50 pages." so on and

10 so forth..
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I think tha t l s the

12 best place for it.
13 PROFBSSOR EDGAR: I think it l S better

14 than putting it at the beginning.

15 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi I III accept
16 that.. Do we need hin civil cases'l after urespect

17 briefs," too?
18 PROFESSOR EDGARi Well, why don't you

19 entitle this -- well, that won't work either.
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I don't think so,
21 Bill. It's pretty apparent that's what you're

22 talking about.
23 PROFBSSOR DORSANEO: Yeah"
24 MR. MCMAINS: Do you want to say

25 "principal" or Uinitial~? I don1t know.
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1 PROFESSOR DORSABBOI ø Pr ine ipal.. I

2 think. is a better word. Al though, ! admit that I

3 had to think about what it meant when I looked at

4 the federai rule.
5 MR. MCMAINS; Well, the problem in
6 making the distinction between prinCipal and

7 respect briefs right now is there isn l t any rule
8 authori~ing respect briefs in Texas at either

9 level, meaning it's just done. And it's always

10 done theoretically by permission of the Court.
11 But as a matter of practice. in my experience,
12 every Court of Appeals in the state, they will
13 accept any supplementary material prior to oral
14 argument or at some specif iedtime prior to oral

15 argument without motion or leave..
16 So, I mean, we don't have any control or
17 prov is ions or anything with regards to the number
18 of briefs in total. And, of course, because some

19 of our Courts of Appeals s it on cases for a year
20 or two before you even argue them, to put any kind

21 of an arbitrary limitation on how many respect
22 briefs you can file or whatever, doesn't
23 necessarilY make sense either.
24 au t we don't have anything in our rul es tha t
25 authori~e or prohibit, either way, respect
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1 briefs. I assure you in the Supreme Court, a.

2 well. They just -.. they either file the:i or send
3 the:i back. I gu..s they can, but I doubt that
4 they do. They probably just file them in the

5 back,.

6 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: ¡ agree with you,

7 but the more you get into fooling with these

8 with the briefing rules, you run into alIa#! these

9 kinds of proble:is, inCluding whether points of

10 error should be restated, because it talks about
11 grouping earlier on, and we' re never going to get
12 finished unless we stick to the particular task at
13 hand, and thatls length.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES; May I ask a question

15 as to whether or not this would -- the respect
16 brief concerns me that that could be construed by

17 the Court to mean the appellee's brief.
18 The way I would sugges t tha t be solved, jus t
19 for discussion purposes, would be that where we

20 say -- uprincipal briefs of appellants and
21 appellees in civil cases shall noteKceed 50
22 pages. U That makes it clear that both sides get a
2'3 50-page brief..
24 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi But then we run
25 into the intervenor. Øe l s going to be an
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

2'3

24

25

appellant or an appellee probably..

CHAIRMAN SOULES: By then.

PROFESSOR EDGAR: Why don't you saY

i' the party"?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: I thought about, that

but I wasn't as comfortable with it..
MR.. TINDALL; Why don l t we allow

respect briefs, Bill? Why don't we

CHAIRMAN SOULES: I can i t tell you why

not..

Ie there a reaSOn why we

like the federal rules

some -- that you can

MR.. TINDALL:

don i t go ahead and allow

-- I'm just looking here

file a respect brief..

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Wel i, as Rus ty

said, we do allow it, but our rules just never

talked about it.
MR.. TINDALL: There IS no reference to

it in the rules, I know.. You certainly see them

flying back and forth. no reference to them in the

rule.. I t seems to me the real world is we al 1

file respect briefs..

CHAIRMAN SOULES = Rul e 74 says the

parties in civil cases in the Court of Appeals are

appellant aIid appellee.. It doesn't say anything
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about anybody else.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: All right. So,

what l s your language, Luke?

CHAIRMAN SOULES i

PROf'ESSOR EDGAR:

In v iew of that --

Parties ought tq do

it",

CHAI~HAN SOULES i -- parties ought to

do it, unless you want to be more specific, which,

at this juncture, my COmfort level is equalizing.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO; What do you want

me to put down here? "The partiesfl?
CHAIRMAN SOULES; Either nth. parties"

plural, "principal briefs of the parties" or

Hprincipal briefs of appellants and appellee..l

And the reason Uparties,. I guess, doesnlt make me

quite that comfortable is you might have multiple

appellants ..

MR.. TINDALL: Thatls still their

principal brief..
PROFESSOR EDGAR: They l re still

parties, though.. I mean, if you.ve got five

plaintiffS, each one of them have a right to file

a brief..
CHAIRMAN SOULES: That' s right, each

one.. But you .parties" might be held to mean
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1 parties appellant, plural appellants. And re.spect

2 brief might be stIll misconstrued to mean the

3 appellee's brief.
4 PROF ESSOR DORSANEO ~ All r igh t. Le t l S

5 make it parfee t --
6 CHAIRMAN SOULES; We call the
7 appellee's brief in many cases the appeii..t s

8 respect brief. And that's got to be a word that

9 is used all the time on appeai.

10 PROFESSOR EDGARI But it l S not in the

11 rules. ¡ was looking, and I thought it waS, but

12 itls not. Rusty was right. There's no reference

13 in the rule.
14 PROFESSOR WALlER: Why don't we just

15 have appellate briefs?
16 MR.. TINDALL: Why don't we have
17 respect briefs allowed?
18 PROFESSOR WALKER.: Appellate briefs

19 shall not exceed 50 pages..
20 PR.OFESSOR DORSANEO~ That will be the

21 . other fix, is that would be -- if we had all the

22 briefs of the same iength, then we wouldD l t have

23 to differentiate. If we said all appellate briefs
24 50 pages, that would take care of it..
25 PROFESSOR WALIIR: Appellate briefs.
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, why donlt we
2 take .a quick consensus on that? How many :iliel

3 that we should just give a flat 50 page. to every

4. appellate brief?

5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: That includes
6 respect briefs and principal briefs?

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: All briefs. Just
8 any brief can be 50 p.g.s~ If it's 50 pages or

9 less, it gets filed without leave of court. How

10 many feel that way? Show by hands. How many feel

11 that there should be a shorter page i imit for
12 respect briefs or subsequent briefs? Okay. It's
13 unanimous that they all be at some number. Is
14 that now 50? How many feel that 50 is the right
15 number? Show by hands...

16 MR. MCMAINS: Okay" Now, are we
17 voting on both number and what you're eXCluding,

18 because ~-

19 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I' m jus t talk ing

20 about number right now.. I didnlt know what I was
21 excluding, so I can't be talking about that.
22 MR. MCMAINS i That makes a difference

23 in terms of what the number is..

24 CHAIRMAN SOULES; oh, 50 -- exclusive

25 of the pages containing -- just the way this is
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1 written.
2 MR. MCMAINS: I understand that.
3 Tha t l s wha t I l m say ing. We haven l t talked aDou t

4 that aspect of it.
5 PROFESSOR EDGARI I think he's really

6 concerned

7 MR. MCMAINS: And they are related
8 issues"
9 PROFESSOR EDGAR: He's really
10 concerned about whether you should include the

11 points of error
12 MR. MCMAINS: That i s right.
13 PROF ESSOR EDGAR i and the res ta ted
14 points. I think that's what Rusty is concerned

15 with..
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Okay. Then can we
17 take that up? We'll say, vote on -- well; you
18 can't take that up first ~~ I guess; we have to
19 take that up first.
20 MR" MCMAINS: Well, no, all I'm saying

21 is it makes a difference on w'hat the number is..

22 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI We ought to talk

23 about it first anyway.
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Yes.. We've got to
25 talk about that first because we don. t know what
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1 is going to be included in the 50. And I

2 appreciate your raising that. Ilm tuning in

3 maybe"
4 PROFESSOR PORSAN!O: My idea of taking

5 50 is that I looked at my last 10 appellate

6 briefs, and 50 makes me okay, even if it's an

7 appeal of a bench trial where I have lots of

8 points of error because of the findings of fact

9 and conclusions of law. Fifty

10 MR. MCMAINS: Of course, you ain' t in

11 the Texaco case either.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We didn't have any

13 trouble getting an extension on that, though.
14 PROFESSOR EDGAR: InCidentallY, Rusty,

15 the brief you gave me this morning, the United

16 States Supreme Court, Pennzoil versus TeXaCO, is

17 50 pages.

18 MR. MCMAINS: Yes. But that's not on
19 the meri ts.
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, I understand

21 that, but it is 50 pages.
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: How many feel that
23 th. points of error -- the points of error should
24 be included in the 50-page limit?
25 MR. MCMAINS: Can we speak to it
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1 first?
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Sure \Ó
3 MR. MCMAINS i You t re trying to take a

4 vote here. I fm not sure everybody --

5 CHAI RMAN SOULES i I waD t to hear what

6 you have to say obviously, Rusty. Please speak to

7 it..
8 MR. MCMAINS i All I I. saying is that

9 the problem is tha t we keep having the Courts of

10 Appeals opinions that are criticizing -- some
11 courts still continue to critic iz. the points of
1.2 error.. If you cambia,e them, they criticize them

13 as being multifarious. If you -- and so they
14 encourage, in essence, a multiplication of the
15 points of error..
16 So long as we have a points of error prac tice

17 in our historical frame of reference. it is not
18 safe -- iawyers who are trying to do it safely are
19 going to have more points of error stated in more
20 w.ays than probably is necessary, but they've got
21 to be cautious abou tit..
22 And as a consequence, you tend to be -. you
21 tend to have sometimes 10, 15, 25 points of error
24 when probably 5 do, in terms of subj ectmatter..
25 But you don. t reach the comfort level that most
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1 lawyers have in some of the courts.

2 I can identify the courts if you like, but
3 there are some -- COrpus is not one of them. But

4 one of the courts in Houston -- Beaumont has done

5 it. EI Paso has done it. And they -- at times,

6 they get some solace from some dicta that appears

7 in the Supreme Court l s opinions, as well, even

8 though the Supreme Court in the Poole case backed

9 off of that problem.

10 That problem, nonetheless, has arisen
11 continuously in the Houston First. And if you1ve

12 got a case -- you've got a judge that continues to
13 submit 15, 20, 30, 40 issues in spite of any broad
14 issues submission, as there will be, then you've
15 got factual sufficiency against the great weight,
16 no evidence points On all of those before you ever
17 get to the other issues that the people are going
18 to be raising.
19 And my concern is, you know, it penalizes
20 lawyers who are trying to be safe in protecting
21 their clients. And, frankly, I donlt think it
22 encumbers the Court because they probably don l t
23 read the points of error all that closely anyway.
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES~ How many feel that
25 the points of error initially stated should be
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1 excluded from the 50-page limit? Show by hands..

2 How many feel that they should be included in the

3 50-page limit? Okay.. It's unanimOUS to include

4 the initially stated points of error -- or to
5 exclude the initially stated points of error.'
6 So. that would be the table of contents.

7 index of authorities, points of error "'-does that
a go right there?

9 PROFESSOR EDGAR: You l re going to

10 exclude the initial statements .of the points of
11 error or the initial and the restatement of the
12 points of error?
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES; I don't think tha t
14 the restated points of error should be excluded.
15 I think they ought to be restated, frankly.. But

16 there' s no rule that makes you restate them. You
17 don't have to say them twice..
18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well, there is
19 they say you have there is --' I thought that
20 was so, but there is this language about grouping
21 in the argument, brief of the argument, that
22 says --
i3 PROFESSOR EDGAR: 130(e), isn't it?
24 PROFESSOR DORSANBOi X fro getting at

25 74.. ~A brief of the argument shall present" on
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1 page 117 of this thing. "A brief of the argument

2 shall pre.ent separately or grouped the pointe

3 relied upon for reversal.." And I'LL ..- if you
4 want to bounce that sentence, that will be all

5 right with me..
6 It suggests that this practice that's grown

7 up over the years and that is written down in some

8 form books, perhaps even my own

9 MR.. ~CMAINS; I t is in yours.
10 PROFESSOR DOaSANIOI -- is the way you

11 do it.. I donlt, personally, do it that way.. I

12 don't restate points of error in my briefs, at
13 least very often..
14 JUSTICE WALLACE: You refer to the
15 number?
16 MR. TINDALL: What do you do, just put

17 a RomaD numeral without a point?

18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well, I have
19 other ways of -- I use headings, other headings
20 that have other ways to deal with it.. So, it
21 looks more like a federal brief rather than the
22 old-fashioned state briefs..
23 MR. SPARKS (IL PASO): But you say
24 argument under points 1382

25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yes, otherwise
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1 make that clear.

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES. What if you just
3 change Øshaiiø to Umayø so that you are given the

4 option -- expressing the option that the points

5 may be presented separately or grouped, because

6 thatis really. I think, what that sentence means.

7 "A brief of the argument may present separately or

8 grouped the po¡nts reI ied upon for reversal. R

9 PROFESSOR EDGARJ Thatls what it reads

10 now ø
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES. No, it says .shall.u

12 PROFESSOR EDGARI Rule 130Jf)
13 PROFESSOR DORSAWEO: Well, you1re in a
14 different rule, the Court of Appeals.
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Appellate Rule
16 130Jf).
17 MR.. SPARKS (EL PASO): Yeah, but he's

18 talking about the way it is --
19 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Court of Appeals
20 Rule 74. Turn back.
21 PROF ES SOR EDGAR: I was look ing in the

22 application. The application for writ of error
i3 says .may present separately."

24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Let.s just change

25 the word --
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1 PROFESSOR EOGAR: I don't know wha t
2 I haven' t looked at the Court of Appeals rule.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, that's 74 (f)

4 and it says ßshal1.Ð

5 PROFESSOR PORSANEO: That. s probably

6 explained by the redraft of 414 and 418 sometime

7 back. Somebody changed it to -- Judge Pope

8 changed it to "shall.Ð

9 PROFESSOR EDGAR. It.. all Judge
10 Pope's fault.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. Can we -- how
12 many are in favor of changing "shall n to "may" in
13 74 (f) on page 117 as affixed for that? Show by
14 hands. Opposed? That's unanimOUS.

15 MR. BEARD; Luke, let me make a
16 statement. I think our practice of assigning
17 points of error is bad. ¡ think what we really
18 ought to have is questions presented which can
19 cover so many things. We don' t have to go through
20 all of what Rusty is talking about. That's an

21 en tirely different matter.
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We' re going to have

2~ to do that another year~ Pat.
24 MR. MCMAINS: I think that requires a
25 lot more drafting.
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We l re gOing to have

2 to do that another year. i may agree with you but

3 we can' t do it today.
4 MR. BEARD i I agree that l s a poor time

5 to raise that issue, but it would save a lot of
6 the points -- the worries you have about restating

7 over and over again these points of error. And

8 'rank Wilson brought Baylor lawyers out over in

9 all those years by tell ing the. they had to

10 protect themselves by making all these various
11 ass ignmeDts of error.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. Back to H,
13 theD, index of authorities, points of error. ADd
14 now that we have voted to exclude the initial
15 statement of points of error from the 50-page
16 limit, how many favor all briefs having 50-page

17 limits? Show by hands. Opposed? Okay. That's

18 unanimous.

19 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; All right. So,
20 let me think so, the rule would read, "Except

21 as specified by local rule of the Court of
22 Appeals, appellate briefs in civil cases shall not
13 exceed 50 pages, exclusive of pages containing the
24 table of contents, index of au tbori ties, points of

25 error and any addendum containing statutes, rules,
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1 regulations, et cetera."
2 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: All in favor, show
3 by hands. Opposed? That writing is unanimously

4 approved..

5 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Let me stop ,
6 here..
7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Then that will be
8 followed by the sentence, nThe Court may, upOn

9 motion, parmi t"

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yes.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: "a longer brief."
12 And then the balance is as --
13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: All right..
14 MR.. MCMAINS: What are we drafting on

15 the last sentence?
16 MR.. TINDALL: What do they do in

17 criminal cases, Luke? Why are we -- I mean, I
18 don't know anything about criminal practice.. Why
19 is it
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We are going to have

21 to run these rules by the
22 MR.. TINDALL: I mean, are we going to

23 go over and get them?

24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes.. We're going to

25 have to go by -- we're going to have to run this
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1 by the Court of Appeals the Court of Criminal

2 Appeals, I wouid think, to make changes on them.

3 MR. MCMAINS: Well, the Court of
4 Criminal Appeals has its own briefing ~uie on its

5 briefs"
6 JUSTICE WALLACE: Weil, on that iit l S

7 1 ike this i We have a very firm understanding"

B Sam Cl inton, rules as to them (phonetic), aDd
9 anything that is restricted to civil Cases, say,

10 amino alamo (phonetic), and it l s vice versa
11 (phonetic) as far as us on things having to do
12 with criminal matters. And so far, everything is
13 working fine.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: So, since this will

15 be presented to the Court of Cr iminalAppeal s
16 before it becomes promulgated by the Supreme

17 Court, they will have a chance to look at it and
18 have their advisory committee look at it and
19 decide whether they want the civil case limitation
20 taken out of it" And if they do. that would be
21 okay, I gues s, in the Supreme Cour t, too.
22 So, they will have their chance, Rusty.
23 MR" MCMAINS: Yeah" What I was
24 getting at is, do we have another briefing rule on

25 crLminal cases in the Courts of Appeals? We
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1 don' t, do we?

:2 CHAIRMAN SOULES:i I don't think so..

3 PROfESSOR DORSANEO: NO.. Th. t 'ß it I/

4 MR.. MCMAINSi This is the only brief

5 rule applicable to the court -.
6 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: That's right..

7 MR.. MCMAINS: -- to the Court of
8 Appeal s.

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES : And tbey may want --

10 MR.. MCMAINS ~ So, we don S t have any

11 length provisions with regards to criminal cases..
12 PROFESSOR EDGAR: That's right..
13 eRAI RMAH SOULES: And tha t 's the way

14 that they promulgated these rules..
15 MR. :flCMAINSi Oh, i understand..
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: So, they may want to

17 change it like we want to Change it.. And if they
18 do --
19 MR.. MCMAINS: Well, what I'm saying is

20 the caption of this is ~Length of Briefs." Itls
21 talking about the Court of Appeals.. And that
22 sentence that we just talked about deals only with
i3 civil caßes..

24 PROFESSOR SDGAR: That' s right..

25 MR.. MCMAINS: And now the next
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1 question is, what do we say about criminal cases?

2 PROFESSOR EDGAR: That would be
3 covered by the last sentence in that paragraph.

4 MR.. MCMAINS: Okay.
5 CHAIRMAN SOULES:i Tha t makes sense..

6 MR.. MCMAINS: That was the other thing

7 ¡ was going to suggest is that the last sentence

e is more than length --

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEO:i Itis..
10 MR.. MCMAINS~ -- even though the
11 caption is just length..
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yeah, bu t I think

13 that's just too picky.
14 PROFESSOR EDGAR: ! agree.
15 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: All right. Let
16 me suggest that you take a look at page --for the
17 corresponding briefing rules, page 176, which is
18 the last part of Rule 131, requisite which is
19 styled "Requisites of Applications."
20 I would sugges t tha t the draf t be changed by
21 eliminating "Except by permission of the court,"
22 capitalizing "an, n such that the sentence begins
23 "An application" and continues "and any brief in
24 support thereof shall not exceed a total of 50
25 pages in length, exclusive of pages contained in
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1 the table of contents. index of authorities.
2 points of error and any addendum containing

3 statutes, rules, regulations, et cetera. The
4: Court may¡ upon motion.. permit a longer brief."

5 JUS~iCE WALLACE. Is that initial-
6 points of error or did we drop "initial"?
7 CHAIRMAN SOULES = Well, we didn ~ t say

8 initially stated in the other rule, either. We
9 just said points of error. And hopefully anyone

10 that wants to look at the history in this rule
11 change will see that we~.re talking about not
12 just --
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Bill, you redrew all
14 these rules, you and Rusty, bu tas I read Rule
15 131, and the way I.ve always understood it, is
16 that the brief is part of the application and must
17 be a part of the application after the rule was
18 constructed as it is now.
19 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI It didn. t ever

20 really get that completely done. I think that
21 that -- this language is in the rule as it
22 exis ts..
~3 ,aOFESSORBDGAR: Well, Rulei3 i, the
24 last sentence of the first paragraph says, "The

25 application shall contain the following: A, B.. C,
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1 p, E, F, brief of the argument.n So, it seems to

2 me that the brief is a part of the application,
3 anó you cannot -- no longer can you submi tan

4 application and then follow it with a supplemental

5 brief as the prior practice allowed you to do.

6 PROFESSOR PORSANEOi Look at Hi
7 Hadley. Maybe we want to change H. ~The

8 appl ication or brief in support thereof may be

9 amended at any timeh.

10 PROFESSOR EDGAR t Well, that doesn' t

11 really deal with the question I just raised.
12 PROFESSOR PORSANEOI But it still
13 suggests that you can do a brief in support of the
14 application in addition to the application.
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, then, yes,
16 thatls right. Yeah, I see what you're saying~

17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Now, I would
18 prefer jus t to say the appl ication is the brief,
19 thatas the only brief, and that's it.
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR= I would just strike
21 ~or brief in support thereof~ and just say "The
22 application may be amended at any time. ~

2'3 PROF ESSOR DORSANED: Okay. Tha t would

24 require a change in H, strike the word -- which is
25 on page 175 at the bottom -- strike the words uor
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1 brief in support there01u from H. And I suppose

2 we could look through tbis rule from top to bottom

3 to see if that offending language appears anywhere

4. else. We could strike and take it out of

5 proposed III" such that it says "An application

6 shall not exceed a total of 50 pages in length

7 which shall not exceed 50 pages in length.R

a CHAIRMAN SOULES; Okay.. Cclnwe back
9 up just a moment to page 173, Rule 131, where it

10 says "Requisites of Applications"? Put into that
11 part of the rule that the brief of the applicant
12 shall be contained in the application.
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR; It says that..
14 That e s the last sentence of that paragraph.. RThe
15 application shall contain the fOllOWing, ß colon,
16 A, B, C. D, 1£ and F. And F is briefs. So, the
17 application shall contain the brief of the
18 argument. Itls already there..
19 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; I think it is..

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It is. It i s there.
21 . Okay..

22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; So, I move that
23 we change H by striking the words "or brief in
24 support thereOf," first of all..
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.. Any obj eC tion
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Thatto that? There is no objection to that.

will be done..

PROFESSOR EDGAR: ¡ think that

language was ju$1t a carryover from the earlier

practice and was not deleted at that time.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Tha t' $ right"

And that l s why I wrote n IQ that way because H was

right next to it" An application -- then "Ill

would be, -An application shall not exceed 50

pages in length."
PROFESSOR EDGAR: Right..

CHAIRMAN SOULES; Any obj ec tion to

that? Okay.. That i s unanimousiy approved..

PROFESSOR EDGAR: I would like to just

ask Judge Wallace a question, if I might.. Do you

think that the Court would be comfortable with 50

pages? Apparently -- well, I ask that question
because apparently the Court feels that 30 pages

should be the maximum length..

JUSTICE WALLACE: Well, I 'llfess up

to making the mistake on the 30 pages" I had

briefly looked at it. We were in argument one day

and someOne had about a 150-page brief and

complained about it.. And I guess ¡ looked at the

wrong rule.. I thought the federal rule was 30
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1 pages, bu t tha t was the respec t br ief.. And tha t' s
2 where the 30 Came from.. I think the Court would

3 be very comfortable with 50.

C PROFESSOR IDGARI Fine.
5 PROFESSOR DORSANBOi Are we ready, to

6 vote ou proposed "I" in 1311

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES i: We can.. We voted on

8 all the parts of it. Takeu as a whole, is

9 everybody in favor of the suggested changes?

10 Plea.seshow by hands in favor.. Opposed? That l s
11 uuanimously approved.

12 PROFESSOR DORSANBOI Please look at
13 page 183 for Rule 136, proposed new paragraph E.

14 Strike the words UExcept by permission of the

15 Court, ß and capitalize "an in the second line..
16 Strike the word "principal" in the fourth line,
17 aud add the words, on page 184, "either points of
18 error or respect and cross points" between the
19 words "authorities. and "and."
20 Such that the thing would read like thisi "A
21 br ief in response to the appl ica t ion, a br ief of
22 an amicus curiae as provided in Rule 20 and any
23 other briefs shall not exceed 50 pages in length,
24 exclusive of pages contained in the table of
25 contents, index of authorities, points of error
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1 and any addendum containing statutes, rules,

2 regulationsi et cetera. The Court may, upon

3 motion, permi t a longer brief. d

4 PROFESSOR EDGAR~ You mentioned
5 earlier, though, the term "respec tpointe or oro.s

6 points."
7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well.-
a PROFESSOR EDGAR: You didn't include
9 that in what you just read.

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO. Ho, IJm just
11 saying, I think points of error is sufficient
12 rather than going back and using the language

13 that's used in D, where it says "Respondent shall
14 conf ine his brief to respec t points that answer
15 the points in the appl icatioD or that provide

16 independent grounds of affirmance cross points.~
17 I think -- they're all points of error, so I think
19 it would be sufficient

19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Whose in favor of
20 the way Bill read it the first time, show by
21 . hands. That is, adding just points of error and
22 not the other types.
23 PROFESSOR DORSAHEOI All right. The
24 next thing
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Opposed? Tha t l s
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1 unanimously approved.

2 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: The next thing

3 ought to be easy. And I've got all this drafted,
4 Luke, on this copy.

5 CHAI RMAN SOULES: Okay.
6 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: The next thing
7 ought to be easy rather than more difficult new

8 matter. Please turn to page 132, and also lay

9 alongside of it page 149. This was the problem we

10 talked about at the last advisory committee
11 meeting. Justice Wallace raised the matter, and
12 the Committee on Administration of Justice came up
13 with these suggestions for giving direction to the
14 Courts of Appeals to rule on all points of error
15 in rendering judgment and to write about all of

16 those things in its opinion.
17 The suggestion is that we add paragraph C to
18 Rule 80 indicating a definition of final judgment
19 for the first time in these rules.. And that would

20 correspond with the provisions of rule ..-
21. CHAIRMAN SOULES; 130 (a) n I believe it

22 is.
23 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; yeah, 130,
24 which indicates that an application is taken from
25 a final judgment of the Courts of Appeals. That
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1 takes care of the problem insofar the jUdgment

2 having a ruling on every point of error.

3 Rule 90 (a) 1 which goes together with it

. indicates, that the Court of Appeals shall hand

5 down a wri tten opinion which shall be as brief as

6 practicable but which shall address every issue

7 which would be disposi tive of the appeal. And

a then this alternative language: Or raised and

9 necessary to final disposition of the appeal.

10 All right.. So, we either say hand down a
11 written opinion which shall be as brief as
12 practicable but which shall address every issue
13 which will be dispositive of the appeal or every
14 issue raised and necessary to final disposition of
15 the appeal,"
16 I recommend and move the adoption of either

17 of those alternatives together with the addition
18 of paragraph C to Rule 80.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES i This speaks to -- I

20 was at the meeting and, I guess, have a little bit
21 of history with it. What this gets to, we draft
22 trial court judgments and we know tha t we need to

23 put in a paragraph -- the last sentence that says,
24 ~All relief not specifically granted herein is
25 denied," so that it's very clear that in a complex
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1 case you don t t have an interiocutory judgment,

2 you've got a final judgment.

3 Thi s is tell ing the Cour t of Appeal s in its
4: judgment, not in its opinion. It could still

5 write its opinion pretty much the way they've,done

6 it, I guess. But in the judgment, which is a

7 little short item that comes out in the transcript

8 of the record when it gets to the Supreme Court,

9 tha tit needs a tag tha t says wha tit i S done with

10 all the other points, that they're overruled or

11 whatever.

12 Now, a briefing attorney, then, in preparing
13 his work on an application for writ of error that
14 goes to the justice that's going to report on that
15 in commerce, always puts a little jurisdictional
16 statement. And in that, that briefing attorney
17 can certainlY look at that judgment to determine
18 whether or not the Court of Appeals had disposed
19 of all the points, and if it hasn't, then the
20 judges know f rom the start tha t they're deal in9
21 with a situation where the Court has not done so..
22 Whether the opinion does so or not, that was
23 proposed as a way to get around the problem that
24 the Supreme Court has about whether to assume or

25 not aSSume that all the points have been
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1 overruled. Because what we were -- what was

2 before this committee previously was whether we

3 should recommend to the Supreme Court that the

4 Supreme Court assume that all the points not

5 addressed by the Court of Appeals have been

6 overruled.

7 This gives the Supreme Court a lever to send

8 the appl ication back before it ever goes to the

9 court as a whole to get at least in the judgment

10 -- not asking it to rewrite its opinion -- but at
11 least get in the judgment a statement about what

12 it-sdone with all the points that it has not
13 expressly addressed before the Supreme Court

14 wastes its time, if thatls a waste of time. Ln
15 considering an application when it's not there.
16 Now, that.s the purpose of it. Sam Sparks.
17 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO); I like the
18 latter recommendation because -- and ¡ don't have

19 a large appellate practice. Fortunately, we have
20 lawyers that do that who are a lot smarter than us
21 who go down and make the errors in the tr ial
22 cou.rt.
23 But ¡ have a funny practice from the
24 standpOint that every appellate cas. that live
25 personally handled where the Court of Appeals has
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1 not addressed specif ically a pOint of error has

2 ultimately been dispositive of the case even after

3 an opinion has been rendered by the Supreme

4 Court.
5 So, I like the requirement that they must

6 hand down a written opinion which shall be as

7 brief as practicable but which shall address every

8 issue which is raised and necessary to final

9 disposition of the appeal. And I 80 move that we

10 accept that alternative.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: All right. Is there

12 a second?

13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: 1.11 accept that.
14 MR. MCMAINS: It needs more
15 discussion.
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Okay. Bill seconded

17 it, and more discussion. David Beck..

18 MR. BECK: Yeah, with respect to that,
19 I noticed that what we've done with Rule 90 (a) is

20 add another alternative for the Court" And if you
21 look at the first alternative, the Court can write
22 a written opinion on an issue which is not even
23 raised by any of the parties to the appeal. And
24 that is something that I don. t particularly car.
25 for.
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1 I dont t want a court deciding my case wh.. I

2 hav.Dt t raised an issue, the other lawyer hadn It

3 raised an issue, and the Court, out of the clear

4. blue sky.. grabs a.n issue aDd decides the lawsuit..

5 So, i would

6 PROFESSOR DORS.ANEO:Where do you see

7 that?
8 MR. BECK: Pardon me?
9 PROFESSOR OORSANEO= I'm :missing the

10 point..
11 MR.. BECK: If you look und.r 90 (a), it
12 says "The Court of AppealS shall hand down a

13 written opinion which shall be brief as
14 practicable but which shall address every issue
15 which will be dispositive of the appeal. fi

16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Oh, well at
17 this --
18 MR. BECK: You Can have an issue which

19 is dispositive of the appeal, but which is not
20 raised by any of the parties"
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: He's agreeing with

22 Sam..

ii PROFESSOR DORSANEOI Oh. okay"
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR. These are
25 alternative.. We're going to strike one or the
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lather..
2 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO) i We l re striking

3 that portioDi David. Tbatls my move.

4 CHAIRMAN SOULES = Sam' s motion is to

5 str ike "would be dispos i tive of the appeal or." and

6 the U shall address every issue which is raised and

7 necessary. ll

8 MR. BECK g Okay.. Okay.
9 PROFESSOR DORSANEOl I think that..

10 very good, too, because, franklY, I had a Case
11 where one of the judges of tbe Courts of Appeals
12 decided an issue which wasn' t raised by anybOdY

13 and caused a lot of trouble.
14 PROFESSOR EDGARl Naturally.
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Sam Sparks..
16 MR. SPARKS (SAN ANGBLO) J Are we, in

17 fact, thOugh, increasing the length of the Court

18 of Appeal s' opinions because there have been a lot
19 of opinions that ¡ 've read that say, you know, we
20 write on this and that disposes of the case and
21 we're not writing on the others.
22 CHAIRMAN SOULESi They have that
23 option under this rule.. They say this is every
24 issu. that l s dispOSitive..
25 PROFESSOR EDGAR: In other words,
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1 assume that ther~ are alternate grounds of

2 defens~, statute of limitations and res judicata,

3 and the trial court decides both of those issues

4 against the defendant, and the case has been

5 appealed to the Court of Appeals.. Why require the

6 Court of Appeal s to wr i te on both of them if

7 ~ith.r one of them would be sufficient for

a reversal?

9 I f you requ ire them to wr i te on every issue

10 that' s presented. Sam, then
11 MR.. SPARKS (SAN ANGELO): Well, then

12 it goes to the Supreme Court and you assume that

13 the other one is overruled..
14 PROFESSOR EDGARi Right..
15 MR.. SPARKS (SAN ANGELO): Well, under

16 the practice we have now, there's no such
17 assumption. The Supreme Court overrules the Court

18 of Appeals andsenda it back to write on the other
19 point..
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR: No.. What they do is

21 render the jUdgment the trial -- the Court of
22 Appeals should have rendered~

2'3 MR.. l.lCp.IAINS: If they have

24 jurisdiction..
25 PROFESSOR EDGAR: If they have
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1 jurisdiction, yeah. aut in that case they would.

2 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: Rusty.
3 MR. MCMAINS; Are these two rules
4, interconnected? I mean, when you'i:e talking about

5 taking a vote.

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Not really.
7 HR. MCMAINS i I mean, are you really

8 talking about --
9 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Not really.

10 MR. MCMAINS: -- 90 (a) being different
11 --I mean, yeah, 10 (a) being different from

12 80(c)?
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Not really.
14 MR. MCMAINS; Because I have a problem

15 on aO(c) or a question On 80(c)..
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: They're only
17 connected in that previously there was no
18 direction to the court of Appeals on how it was to
19 address points of error that were before it except
20 over here in its opinion telling us how to decide
21 the case in 90 (a) .
22 And, no, there was no definition -- so,
23 whenever we looked at 90 (a) to see what kind of
24 disposition the Court of Appeals might be able to
25 make to tell the Supreme Court what itls done with
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1 tbe points of error instead of how the Supreme

2 Court presumed that the points are overruied, that

3 was the initial reference point~

4: It wound up back over here in 80 (c) under

5 "judgment~ beCause that seems more of a place ,for

6 it 11 you' re going to talk about the Court of

7 AppealS doing something in its judgment as opposed

8 to in its opinion.. So, that's how they're

9 connected, which is not anything for purposes of

10 whether one or the other gets enacted. ~h.y can
11 be enacted separately or not.
12 MR. MCMAINS; Yeah, bu t wha t I am

13 curious about is, is this at all designed to deal
14 with the problem of when the Court of Appeals

15 renders -- or not necessarily a problem, but the
16 fact of life where the Court of Appeals renders a

17 dec is ion tha t would dispose of the appeal in terms
18 of it revers ing render, or as I read Rule 90 I

19 mean, 80 (c) -- and 11m not sure that Rule 90 (a)
20 can be read that way but certainlY 80 (c) can -..
21 they've got to rule on all on the remand points as
22 well --
23 PROFESSOR EDGAR; That's my question,

24 too..
25 MR. MCMAINS: -- even though they
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1 don't -- even though they render it*

2 PROFESSOR EDGAR: And al so
3 MR.. MCMAINS = 90 (a), in the abstract,
4 looks to me like it doesnlt require them to do

5 that. But if you read it in conjunction with,

6 80(c)
7 PROFESSOR PORSANEOi Which is the way
8 I read them.

9 MR. MCMAINS: I know. It may well
10 require you -- require the Court of Appeals to
11 address every single evidentiary error point even
12 though they' rerevers ing and rendering saying
13 there's no cause of action. And I don't consider
14 that necessarily to be a desirable practice simply
15 because we have trouble getting opinions out of
16 the Court of Appeals now.
17 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO); They usually
18 deal with that in one sentence, though. It.s not
19 really that tough.
20 MR. BECK: We're going to end up with
21 opinion with an awful lot of dicta. I mean, is
22 that what we want?

23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: No.. 90(a) doesn't

24 have anything to do with opinions.
25 MR. BECK: I'm talking about BO(e)..
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES c 80 (c) hae nothing to

2 do with opinions.

3 PROFESSOR EDGAR: That's just the

4 j udgmen t of the Cour t of Appeal s.

5 CHAIRMAN SOULESI That j s the judg.ent

6 of the Court of Appeal s '"

7 MR.. TINDALL: It' s UsUally it one-p.age

a documen t..

9 PROFESSOR EDGAR: One page..

10 MR. MCMAINS: I understand.. But BO(c)

11 requires them to have determined every pOint of
12 error..
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR: It says shall

14 contain a ruling on every point, not only remand
15 points. but also rendition points of whether the
16 Court is going to reverse or remand.. If both
17 points are presented, it's got to contain a ruling
18 on al 1 of them.. So, even if you have al terna te
19 grounds, some of which are not gOing to be
20 necessary to the decision because of Rule 90 (a).
21 they i re going to have to pass on those too in
22 their judgment.. And I think that i s going to be
2'3 confusing..

24 MR.. MCMA:rNS i The problem I ha.ve is

25 what -- you know, a lot of times you get there and
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1 they .ay. well. that point was waived. You know,

2 if they.re writing an opinion On it, they.ll deal

3 with it in terms of waiver.

4. If they just overrule it in the judgment, you

5 don' t know why they overruled. I mean. you assume

6 it's on the merits, but suppose that the reply

7 brief says, well, that point has been waived

8 because of X, Y and I. Do you now, .. the

9 petitioner, have to just guess and speculate as to

10 what the -- why the Court overruled the point of
11 error? Do you have to address a point of error to

12 the waiver finding and the waiver holdings that
13 are raised by the other s ide or to any waiver
14 holdings that might be raised in speculating on
15 what the Court's opinion is?
16 You know, we don' t require them to write an
17 opinion on them, but we require them to rule on
18 them..
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Wel l, they have to

20 rule on everything thatls not disposed of. The
21 Court has got -- let me see if this gets to the

22 paint that seems to be the concern -- well, maybe

2) it doesn't, is my perception of it.

34 What if the Court of Appeals in its final

25 judgment shall contain a ruling on every point of
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1 error before the Court or an expressed reservation

2 of ruling on every point of error not ruled on by

3 the Court as a resul t -- well. because other

4 rUlings of the Court are dispositive.

5 'Iha t l S awkwardly s ta ted bu t in 0 ther '
6 words, in its judgment the Court of Appeals has

7 got to say what it1s done with everything. And

8 then the Supreme Court -- if we don't, what the

9 Supreme Court has asked us to do is give it

10 guidance on input on its inclination to deem
11 everything overruled that's not written on.
12 Now, what we're doing here is giving the
13 Court of Appeals some direction that it needs to
14 tend to that business itself. aecause my
15 perception of what's going to happen is if we
16 don't give that direction to the Court of Appeals
17 or do something in the rules, we may be confronted

18 with the situation which we have all been
19 concerned adversely about.

20 What i hear about is we really donlt want the
21 Supreme Court deeming points of error overruled

22 that were not addressed by other Court of
~3 Appeals. aut they want to do Something about
24 having to remand. The Court of Appeals if, in its
25 judgment; will either dispose of every point or
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1 say that rUlings on the remainder are not

2 necessary, then the Supreme Court has been given

3 80me direction when the case gets there in the

4 very abbreviated form.

S So, that'. what we're trying to get to if we
6 can get there. Hadley Edgar.

7 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Would this satisfy
B the -- I think this would satiSfy my concern, and

9 ma yb e R uS ty , S It if we sa i d the - .. I l mat R U 1 e

ioa 0 (c) .. nThe final j udgmen t of the Court of

11 AppealS shall contain a ruling on all points of
12 error before the Court which are essential to its
13 decision."
1 4 MR. S PARK S ( E L PAS 0): T hat jus t pu t s

15 U8 right back --
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: No, that doesn't get

11 it. That doesn't do it. What the Court needs is

18 the Court of Appeals to say we're not ruling
19 because itls not necessary or to say we are ruling
20 and here l a what we're rul ing. So, if the
21 Supreme --

22 MR. BECK: Wait a minute now, Luke.
23 The problem -- if the purpose of this is to avoid
24 unnecessary delay, are we, by requiring this,
25 forcing the Court of AppealS to do things which is
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1 going to caUse unnecessary delay at that level?

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: No, because they've
3 already decided that. In writing their opinions,

4 they tve decided which points are dispositive and

5 which are not. It doesn l t take a judge a lot, of
6 work to explain why he regards all the other

7 points as waived or whatever.

e MR. BECK : Let me give you a fact

9 situation and you tell me what your understanding

10 is.
11 CHAIRMAN SOOLES: All right.
12 MR. BECKI If there are four points of
13 error on appeal, one of which deals with the
14 doctrine of pre-emption, which is a law matter
15 which may result in a rendition, and the remaining
16 three are evidentiary points, you know, say, three
17 hearsay points, the Court goes with the rendition,
18 reverses and renders. Now, what is your
19 understanding of what happens to the three
20 evidentiary points?
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Wel l, the Court of

22 Appeals should -- and the Supreme Court, I'm sure,
i3 is going to lecture them hard that they ought to

24 read them and pass on them so they don' t have to
25 remand. That l s what the Supreme Court is going to
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1 tell them to do.

2 MR. SPARKS eEL ,ASO) J That's what's

3 in the rules now.

4 'ROFESSOR DORSANEOi That. s the law

5 right this second.

(;

7 doing it.
8

9

CHAIRMAN SOULES: But they.re not

MR. SPARKS eEL PASO); That.s right.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: And the Supreme

10 Court never has def ined what is -- of course. the
11 Supreme Court in its opinion caD do this, too.
12 But all this does is tell the Court of Appeals,
13 first .of all, what we mean in Rule 130 (a) by the

14 term flfinal judgment.fl The Court of Appeals, it
15 means that you passed on all the points, or you've
16 explained why you dido. t pass on all the pOints,
17 and you can do it in your judgment, you don't have
18 to write an opinion about it.
19 MR. SPARKS (EL .ASO); Let me give you

20 an example. live got a case right now, and not to
21 get in the merits of it, it's a major case. It
22 involves an awful lot of money and aD awful lot of
23 school districts and city governments and whatnot,

24 and the Court of Appeals reversed the trial court
25 on three grounds, did not write on really what was
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1 the major grounds that was argued primarily..

2 It went up. The Suprem. Court has reversed

3 and remanded, and we f re not even back to the Court

4 of Appeals because we'v$ got a bunch of briefs

5 with intervenors and the parties, half of whom

6 want the Supreme Court to go ahead and, I guess,

7 have second oral arguments on the points that have

S never been addressed in the Courts of Appeals..
I

9 And all of that could have been eliminated if we

10 had had this rule.. And all the lawyers would have
11 known that at least that issue would be in the
12 Supreme Court.

13 And that would be a quicker way to get the
14 case dec ided than if we go back and come -- and
15 half of everybOdy wants to go back to the Court of

16 Appeals and half of everybOdY wants the Supreme

17 Court to do it. And it's just ~- it's delaying
18 everything in that case.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Justice Wallace.

20 JUSTICE WALLACE: The way the rule now

21 reads the Court of Appeal s shall dec ide every
22 substantial issue raised and necessary to
23 disposition.
24 Now, most of the Courts of Appeals have

2S interpreted that to mean -- that meaning necessary
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1 to dispos~ tiOD ~- meaning if it can be dec ided on

2 one dispositive issue. we're goiDg to write on

3 that issue and forget tbe rest4 Audit co.as on

4 up to us. We determine they were wrong on that

5 dispositive issue.

6 So, it i s got to be remanded back to the Court

7 of Appeals to take care of -- if they are points

a on which we don1thave jurisdictiDn, we've got to

9 remand it.. So, either the Supreme Court must do

10 the Court of Civil Appealls work on all these
11 other points or send it back to the Court of
12 Appeals and. have them do it It
13 And still they've got those certain paints in
14 there in some cases.. Insufficiency evidence is
15 one that occurs most frequently. The Court of
16 Appeal s won't w rite on tha t; they would say the re
17 is no evidence, period..
18 Recent case, there were 5D pages in the
19 statement of facts, all sorts of evidence, no
20 evidence.. Well, that whoie thing has got to go
21 back to the Court of Appeals again oD the
22 evidentiary point.
23 Now, the rule says they shall write on all
24: those points.. And wha t we are concerned about is

25 some way to get across when you're writing that
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1 opinion, you lve dOne your research, you've heard

2 oral arguments, and this stuff is taking a whOle

3 lot mOxe time for that judge whole writing that

4 brief -- that opinion.
5 To go ahead and include those points ¡ donat

6 think will outweigh the time it takes waiting for

7 us to hear it and send it back and them get ting it

8 back on their docket and hearing it -- and writing

9 it again..
10 MR. MCMAINS: Now, Judge Wallace, the

11 problem ¡ have with that, again, is much larger..
12 Pirst o~ all, if somebody is going to hold that

13 there is no evidence to support a partiCUlar
14 issue, they obviously are going to hold that there
15 is insufficient evidence..
16 JUSTICE WALLACE: Well, surprisingly,
17 that doesn't happen all the time.
18 MR.. MCMAINS: Well, no, ¡ understand

19 that when you remand it because they didnlt look

20 at it in the same way.. au t the point is thie,

21 opinion in Poole tells them to explain what they
22 are doing on the insuf fie iency pain ts.. This
23 opinion -- the opinion rule does not require them
24 to write an opinion on the insufficienCy points.
25 The judgment rule requires them, however, to act
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1 on them..

2 Now, it would be stupid to overrule the

3 insufficiency point having sustained a no evidence

. point. But, by the same token, when they grant

5 the insuf f ic iency poin t, they ain l t going to be
6 explaining anything because they can do that in

7 the judgment. The opinion says whatever is

8 necessary to dispose of it..

9 It does Dot solve the problem of knowing what

10 the Court of Appeals l reasoning is" Because the
11 reasoning on their insufficiency, generally, would
12 be tied to their reasoning on the no evidence,

13 which you already held them to be wrong on.
14 That's the only reason they Change their mind when

15 they go back they say, well, we didn't understand
16 it that way.. And so then they review it. Maybe

17 they will or maybe they won't.
18 But this does not, in my judgment the
19 combination of rules does not solve the
20 insufficiency problem, per se, and it creates some
21 additional problems, particularly in the ar.. of
22 waiver that I have a problem with.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES i What we are trying

24 to do is solve that, Rusty. And the worst
25 solution is to have the points not addressed by
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the Co~rt of Appeal s deemed overruled. Tha tIs
what welre trying to speak to.

Now, here, try this.: I'Shall contain a

dec ision on every point befOre the Court or a

rul ins that paints not dec ided are reserved for

later decision of the Court of Appeala and any

reason for such reservation.n

MR.. MCMAINS: Well, but that doesnlt

change the practice then.

CHAIRMAN SOULES. It does..

MR. MCMAINS: No, what 11m saying

is
CHAIRMAN SOULES:

MR. MCMAINS:

Ru sty.

all theylve got to do

is the same thing they say now is -- and that is,

since we reversed and rendered, we i re reserving

we don l t have to deal with any of the remand

points ..

CHAIRMAN SOULES; NO. That's not what

this is intended to say. And if that' s what

youlre hearing, then i1m not saying it right.

PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, then --

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Wha t I l m say ing he re

-- what 1'm trying to say is that they have to

decide every point or say they're not deciding.
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1 They just can't decide the no evidence point and

2 not address the insufficient evidence point.

3 Because if there are insuff ic iency ev idence points

4 in the Court of Appeals, the briefing attorney

5 gets a record and sees they l re there, and there

I are no evidence points before the Supreme Court,

7 the briefing attorney can advise the judge that

8 the Court of Appeals did not dispose of the

9 insufficiency points.
10 And that recordf then. can be sent back to
11 the Court of AppealS to complete its judgment
12 before the Supreme Court takes the case.
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, then, Luke
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes, sir, Hadley
15 Edgar~
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Couldn't you solve

17 that problem, then, in gOing back to Rule 90 (a)
18 and just requiring the Court of Appeals to address
19 every issue which is properly before the Court?
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That will not work.
21 The Courts of Appeals will not wr i te an opinion on
22 all the issues. But the Supreme Court could force

23 the Courts of Appeals to write a judgment because
24 they dODtt have to write muCh to write a
25 judgment. And then --
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i PROFESSOR EDGAR i Couldn' t they jus t

2 say that all points that have not been -- all
3 other points have been considered and overruled in

4 theit opinion?

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES i That' s what -- ~hey

6 can say -- well. actually the opinion --
7 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Then that takes care
a of the problemù though.

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES i The opinion of the

10 Court, while it is informational to the Supreme
11 Court of Texas, is about that.. The judgment of
12 the Coutt of Appeals is what controls.. If there
13 is an inconsistency between the last paragraph and

14 the opinion of the Court of Appeals, and that
15 little thing that most of us hardly -- at least, I

16 ever hardly ever look at, used to look ,at -- the
17 little bobtailed one sentence thing that comes

18 from the Court that's its judgment, the judgment
19 controls.
20 PROFESSOR EDGARI Thatls a critical

21 part. Sure it is.
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: And tha tIs where

%3 these rul ings should be contained, in the
24 judgment, and not in the opinion. And 90 (a' is an
25 opinion rule..
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1 MR. BBARDI Well. Luke, Jack Tyre
2 (phonetic)

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES i And 80 is the
4 judgment rule. I'm sorry, Pat.

S MR. BEARD i Jake Tyre (phonetic) on
6 the Waco Court of Appeal s used to -- when he made

7 a finding of no evidence, he followed it up and

8 said the Court's in error, it was against the
9 overwhelming weight and preponderance. He covered

10 his DO evidence by making that same finding and

11 following it up.
12 Is that what the Court is asking the Court of
13 AppealS to do?

14 CHAIRMAN SOULES; That l s what this

15 says -- tells the Court to daD It says rule On
16 those points &
17 MR.. BEARD i Because if they i re going
18 to find no evidence, they surely are going to
19 find --
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Well, they may find
21 that certain evidence is in.admissible.. And that
22 may be a big fight between the parties. But -- in
23 having found that it was inadmissible, hold that
24 there was no evidence and reserve the
25 insufficiency evidence points in light of that..
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Because if that was admisi ible. if they i re wrong

about that, then there is some evidence and. the

jury verdict stands. But they Can go through the

thought prOcess and let the Supreme Court know

they did so..
And that l s what the Supreme Court is faced

with now, is they don1t know whether they've ever

-- if 11m h.aring you, Justice Wallace, about

whether that thought proc..s had ever gone -- been

gone through~ Rusty.
MR" MCMAINS i Now, you see, you Ive got

two different problems, in my judgment.. One is

you've got a rendition point that i s dispositive..
The other one, resul t is a remand point" And then

you have mul tiple different types of remand points

as well..

One of my concerns is that the only way we

will now be able to identify the stare decisis

import of a particuiar decision is by looking at

the God damned judgment --

MR.. BECK: That's exactly right.

MR.. J:iCMAINS: because nine times

out of 10, in a remand in a case in which

they're bitching about something in terms of

admission of evidence or the charge or whatever,
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1 they've got a bunch of other issues in relation

2 to, well, we were enti tied to this instruc tion, we

3 were entitled to that instruction, we were

4. entitled to that instruction, or this issue is

5 wrong and our objections were here. 1hey raise

6 all of those points.
7 Now, these rules taken in combination or

8 otherwise do not require them to articulate why

9 they are holding that. aut if they say ..- the
10 Court of Appeals says, well, we sustain points 27
11 through 36, as well, on what the Court should do
12 in terms of the instruction, you are entitied to
13 these instructions.
14 Then even if I am sitting there as the
15 appellate lawyer saying, well, I can't reverse the
16 Court of Appeals on their remand because theyere

17 probably right on the particular point that they

18 really reversed on in the opinion. But for
19 Christ's sakes, they are not entitled to be
20 arguing all these damned instructions and things
21 on a remand in this case. And it's not just
22 controlling in that case.. !t would have
73 precedential value, and we don' t have any
24 publ ication of the judgment..
25 So, that the parties to that case now have
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1 precedent that they can establish but they have to

2 produce certified copies of the judg.ment and the

3 br ief s of the parties to show the points of errors
4, that are identif ied~ and they say, this Court

5 tells me you are entitled to this instruction.'

6 And here l s this judgment which says give it on

7 remand.. And it makes me go to the Supreme Court

8 in ca... that I might otherwise be advising people

9 not to go to the Supre.me Court or vie. versa.

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES: David Beck..
11 MR..BECKI Luke, it goes even farther
12 than the case that Rusty is talking about.. I
13 mean, does this mean, for example, that we've got
14 to start getting copies of final judgments in all
15 cases? For example, in the illustration I gave,
16 if the Court of Appeals reverses and renders and

17 there are three ev identiary points and the Court
18 sustains two of them, I mean, don It i: have to
19 somehow start getting copies of all these final
20 judgments to keep up with the Court of Appeals
21 that are ruling on evidentiary matters.
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That's not new.
23 What you are saying is not a new problem..
24 MR.. BECK: I think it is new.
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES t NO, it l S not a new
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1 problem. Whatever is in that judgment, the Court

2 of Appeal. has alway. controll.d its opinion.

3 MR. BECK: Yeah, but I think the

4 practice is that the Court of Appeals are not

5 going to rule on evidentiary matters if they've

6 already reversed a.nd rendered Dna totally

7 different issue.
S MR. MCMAINS i Now, Luke, you know as

9 well as I do that the judgments of the Courts of

10 Appeals, which nine times out of ten or more are
11 drafted by the clerk, say that the cas. is
12 reversed, remanded, it' s affirmed, it' s reformed
13 or it's rendered, and they don't say anything

14 else.. And that's not what this is talking about..
15 We · re expand ing the rol e of the j udgmen t in the
16 stare decisis and specificaiiy in the law of the
17 case.
18 But you remand the case to try it again, and
19 with opinions by the Court that you have to submit
20 Xi Y and Z issues.. And if the parties don't take
21 that up, that's it, they don't get a chance to do
22 that again" That's the law of the case on the
2) remand. And the next time it goes around when

24 it's submitted, they don't get a chance to go up

25 and bitch about its submission.. They've got to go
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1 on up to the Supreme Court right then and there on

2 that issue.. And that broadens the scope of both

3 the law of the case and stare decisis in any

4 particular case..
5 CHAI RMAN SOULES: ! don' t see tha t,

6 but it may be right.. Sam..

7 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO) i You know, I see

8 that we. re aii talking about the same thing. And

9 it seems to me tha t we i re going back to the

10 difficult point that the Courts of Appeals are
11 simply not following their responsibility that's
12 in the rules now. And, that is, in many cases
13 they are not deciding every substantial point of
14 error which would be dispositive of the case.
15 I 1 ike what you have sugges ted, bu t I' m

16 wondering if they are not going to resolve every
17 issue that's dispositive of the case as briefed
18 and argued by the parties, whether they will go
19 ahead and say, bu t we. re reserv ing on this
20 particular question.. I mean, we're asking them to
21 go through a thought process which they should
22 under the existing rules have already gone through
23 and made dispOSitive rUlings ..

24 I don't know that tha t would work.. I ag ree
25 with what Rusty says.. ¡ don't know if we caD
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draft a rule to require tbeCourts of Appeals

simplY to do what they are supposed to do anyway,

if this rule that 1s in operation right nOw is Dot

being followed. I don$ t know.

au tit sure 9' ives you a probl em when you ~ re

going to the Supreme Court as to whetber or not

you bring up all of the points that you think are

strong that were not touched on unless maybe

either overruled by the judgment or just in one

sentence. aut at least what you have suggested is

moredef ini tive the Court of Appeal. what they' r.
supposed to be doing.

CHAIRMAN SOULES t What -- JUdge

'Iunk s ..

JUDGE TUNKS i

me about this Rule 80 (c) i

Here l s what l s bothering

Suppose the Court has

written and published an opinion which rules on

every point raised.. Do those rul ings have to be

repea ted in the judgment? The final judgment,

according to the rule, subdivision C, the final

judgment of the Court of Appeals shall contain a

ruling of every point of error..
Well, suppose you blew it on some of those

points of error in your opinion. Do they have to

be repeated in the judgment?
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes, in this, I
.2 think t.hey would", In short form, points of error

3 1, 5, 9 and 12 are sustained and the jUdgment

4. affirmed.. Points 2, 3 and 9 are reserved because

5 they' re unnecessary to the proceeding.. And it

6 would change the form of the j udgm.nt of the Court

7 of Appeals, but it would make it clear that. it is

a a final judgment.

9 JUDGE TUNKS: If the judgment compl ios

10 with the rulings of the opinion, does the judge
11 have to repeat the holdings?
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: No.
13 JUDGE TUNKS: It say. every final
14 judgment of the Court of Appeals shall contain a

15 ruling.
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Bu t not an
17 explanation.
1 a JUDGE TUNK S: Wha t?
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Bu t not an
20 explanation such as you find in the opinion..
21 That l s not
22 JUOGE TUNKS: Well, that's true but

i3 the op~nion is not only giving aD explanation but

24 it contains the Court's rulings on that point of

25 error.
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1

2

CHAIRMAN SOULBS; Yes~ sir.

JUDGE TUNKS: And it has to be ruled

3 on again and in preparation of judgment.

4

5 is written

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Judgei the way this

well I' m not -- other than

6 responding to your question, the way this is

7 written -~ and the intention of it from the
8 Committee on Administration of Justice was that,

9 yes, to the extent that language might be in the

10 opinion that says point of error 20 is sustained,
11 that much of that language would also be in the
12 judgment, the point of error 20 is sustained. But
13 not any other language about point of error 20
14 would be in the judgment. No further explanation,
15 no nothing. You would say paints of error 20.
16 JUDGE TUNKS: Even though you have a

17 ruling on it and an opinion and an explanation of

18 the ruling, you've still got to repeat the rUling
19 in the judgment..
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That would be

21 necessary corOllary to have in the rule, the Court
22 also rule on all of the points that are not
23 wr it ten in its op inion, and it would be a burden
24 if this were adopted.

25 JUDGE TUNKS: Let me raise a mOre
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1 difficult point with you. In your judgment, there

2 not only is a ruling on the point of error, but
3 there is an explanation of the reason for your

4 ruling. If that judgment, if that -- I mean, in

5 the opinion there' s not only a :rul ing, bu t there
6 is an explanation of the rul ing..

7 If in preparation of the jUdgment you change

e the effect of some of that ruling or explain it --
9 for instance, I recently worked on a case in which

10 there were 13 contracts to be construed. I wrote

11 an opinion, and the trial court had held those
12 contracts to be ambiguous, so as to justify the
13 introduction of oral testimony and explanation of
14 them..
15 In the opinion, I not only held those
16 contracts to be unambiguous, but held that they
17 meant something different from what the trial
18 court has held and explained that in the opinion.
19 On the -- after the judgment was published,
20 was mailed to the parties, they :raised a question
21 that there was same conflict between the opinion

22 and the judgment. 'hey filed a motion to correct
23 the judgment.. So, I did not concede that there
24 was a conflict.. i corrected and changed the
25 judgment to eliminate the possibility of a
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1 conflict. In this case, there were mare

2 far-fetched proposals made than that.

3 And I was bothered by the proposition that if

4 we wrote a new opinion, the party could file

5 another motion for rehearing, and I didnl t want to

6 do that in this case. It took me a year to write
7 the opinion, and I didn l t want to go through

8 another year working on their wild suggestions.

9 I undertook to amend the judgment to remOve

10 that conflict. Does that amendment of the

11 judgment to remove the conflict entitle them to
12 file another motion for rehearing?

13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I don l t know the

14 answer to tha t.
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I would think so,
16 Judge Tunks, because the motion for rehearing is
17 directed to judgments. Opinions are just simply
18 explanations, but tbe appeal is from the judgment
19 of the Court. And it would seem to me that if you

20 have amended that judgment in any way, then they

21 are entitled to . motion for rehearing attacking
22 that jUdgment.

l3 JUDGE TUNIS; Suppose they were in
24 error in contending there was conflict.
25 PROFESSOR EDGARI Well, now, then, of
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1 course, you are goiligto overrule t.heir motion for

.2 rehear ing ,.

3 JUDGE TUNKS i: Their secondmotion or

4 the firs tone?
5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Their second on~,.

6 JUDGB TUNKSi They still have a right

7 to file a motion for rehearing?

8 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I would think so
9 because you have changed the judgment.

10 JUDGE 'UNKS; No. I have conceded
11 that their contention of conflict is conceivable,
12 but I dç not contest -- I do not agree Lhat there
13 is a conflict. In reality I don't think there is.
14 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, you haven l t

15 changed the judgment f rom reversal and remand to

16 reversal reversal and rendition in that
17 sense --
18 JUDGE TUNKS: No.
19 PROFESSOR EDGAR: -- but you have
20 changed the judgment in another respect,
21 apparently.
22 JUDGE TUNKS: That's right,. I changed

%3 the judgment -- the judgment recites a change --
24 recites a recitation which is calculated to remove
25 any possibility of conflict. And I canit see why
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you ,,¡ould have to wr;i te an op inion in which you

state your ruling, not only your rulings, but your

reason f or your rul ing s. I a1 so have to wr i te a

judgment in which you restate your rulings which

are contained in your opinion~ That looks to ,me

to be foolish..
CHAIRMAN SOULES i Judge, I think the

pivotal question there would be whether or not --

which you did modify the judgment, because under

Rule 100 (d), if on rehearing the Court of Appeals

modifies a jUdgment, then the party is entitled to

a second motion for rehearing. So, it would just

be a question now how the word "modify" piays in

that..

PROFESSOR EDGAR, Or whether or not

judgment encompasses any part of the judgment or

the BC tual "what the Court did" part of the

judgment..

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

PROFESSOR EDGAR:

Right ..

And I thinK it means

any of it.. Well, I come back, though. to what

Rusty said a minute ago, and this bothered me a

lot, abaD t trying to incorpora te some of thése

things into the judgment. Because what we're

doing here is expanding what the concept of the
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judgment is. That is, the judgment of the Court

is what the Court does, not why it does it..
CHAIRMAN SOULES:

PROFESSOR EDGAR:

'rha t · s right..

And if you do that.

you l re going to give rise to a lot of law of the

case problems, just a lot of them.. And I think

that's going to be very critical.. And the content

of the judgment now is going to be far more

prominent and far more important than it's ever

been before. And I tbink you. re going to be

creating a lot of traps for a lot of lawyers..

MR.. MCMAINS: The other problem we

have is that in terms of just the length of

necessity on those courts that are hellbent and

determined to reVerse, but really only fox' one

reason.. I mean. they are convinced to reverse for

X reasons.. They. re going to choose their reasons

-- reason or reasons to reverse and Wi' i te an

opinion..

Bu t if they l re held back reverse, then they
can cover their ass pretty good by just granting

all the other points that are there. And that

then puts you in the position as the petitioner to

have to raise and brief everyone of the points
however spurious they may be so that -- and we at /#
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1 the same time try to cut down the length of tbe

2 God damned aPpl ication.

3 And no more can I completely complain if they

4 have sustained an insufficiency point in tbe

5 judgment witbouttalking about it in the opinion..

6 Now, what do I do with Poole? And what do I do

7 wi th well. they dian 1 t explain why tbey did

a this in the opinion9
9 MR.. SPARKS eEL PASO); Well, I don' t

10 know that I disagree at all with what Hadley and
11 Rus ty are saying. bu t I thought we were still on a
12 motion on Rule 90 on the opinion. Isn't that
13 where we are?

14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes~
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR; I thought we were

16 looking at Rule 80 (c) .
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Well, we
18 MR. MCMAINS: That's why I was asking

19 of lengthage.
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: The only motion
21 that's on the floor right now is whether we change

22 90(a) as suggested.. It's been moved and
2j seconded. And I'm going to. at this time, just

24 set SO(e) aside and see if we can get a vote on

25 the suggested change to 90 (a).
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1 MR. MCMAINS: Well--
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: And that'a what I'm

3 going to do. So, if we can't, then I want to
4 entertain a motion to table it and let the Supreme

5 Court do whatever it wants to On this problem.

6 because we Ive got way too much work to do than to

7 spend a whole lot more time on this.

8 Soi the motion has been moved and seconded.

9 Does anybody -- those in favor of the suggested

10 change to Rule 90 (a), show by hands", Those

11 opposed? Two to five are opposed. That
12 suggestton fails by a vote of five to two. Is
13 there any motion concerning 80 (c)?
14 MR. TINDALL: I move that we table it.
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Amotion has been
16 made to table 80 (c) .. Is there a second or does

17 that require a second?
1 a JUDGE TUNKS = I second it",
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Those in favor, show

20 by hands.. Opposed? That's tabled.
21 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I have one last
22 thing which I am reluctant to say is not going to

23 be controversial..
24 MR. TINDALL; These housekeeping
25 amendments of yours weive gone over so quickly.
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEO= It has to d.o with

2 Rule 136, Paragraph A.

3 JUDGE TUNKS: What page is that on?
4 PROfESSOR PORSANEOilt l.S on page
5 183"
6 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Say it again...
7 PROFBSSOR DORSANBOi 183. Page 183,
a Rule 13', paragraph A. Due primarily to an

9 oversight, paragraph A af Rule 136 do.an l t say

10 from what time you compute the 15-day period for
11 filing a brief in response. Because the
12 appl icatian is filed in the Court of Appeals and
13 then filed again in the Supreme Court, this 15-day
14 problem is one that makes lawyers nervous.

15 The Supreme Court takes the view at this
16 point that the brief in response is due within 15
17 days af ter f il ing of the appl ication in the
18 Supreme Court, and the rule should say that.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Those in favor show

20 by hands" Opposed? Thatls unanimously approved.

21 MR. MCMAINS: Luke, can I raise one
22 other question? In terms of the length
23 requirement with regards to the briefing that we
24 did, we Changed that to appellate briefs, right?
25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yes.
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1 MR. MCMAINS: The Court of Appeals
2 stuff..
3 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yes..
4. MR.. MCMAINS t Do we have any similar

5 length or any description of the briefing in '
6 regards to mandamus?

7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: No..
8 MR.. MCMAINS; I mean, we don' t have

9 PROF ESSOR DORSANEO; We have no
10 briefing rules whatsoever with respect to original
11 proceedings

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.
13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: other than the
14 original proceeding rules themselves.
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: And that's going to
16 have to stay that way this year.. Okay..
17 MR.. MCMAINS: Well, I was just curious

18 if there was -- if that was intended to be fixed.

19 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Do you want me to

20 go and do this evidence thing or
21 . CHAIRMAN SOULES: Give that some

22 thought a minute. I want to be sure that we give
23 Sam Sparks an opportuni ty.. ae can' t be here this
24 afternOOn because he has a court setting to be
25 present at.. We i 11 go to what he has now and then
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1 i l 11 come right back to you, Bill..
2 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: This doesn't have

3 to be done now.

4 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Can i in terrup t you

5 to that extent?

6 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: Yeah, fine..
7 MR.. BRANSON: Luke, I'LL bet you a
8 good part of the COmmittee is still flying

9 around.. Southwest couldn't get on the ground..

10 CHAIRMAN SOuLES: I l m sor ry to hear

11 that.. That's a problem, Frank..

12 Sam Sparks, 1£1 Paso, to report on -- what
13 page in our materials?
14 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO): It j s the

15 handout..
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Oh, the handout.
17 There it is..
18 MR. SPARKS (BL PASO) i I think
19 everybOdy should have one..

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Has it gone around?
21 It says "Rule 170, Pretrial Motions,,"

22 MR.. SPARKS (EL PASO): The reason we

23 selected Rule 170 is it.s a repealed rule, and
24 this would be a new rule.. We were asked to draft

25 a rule which would do two things.. It would allow
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i pretrial motion. to be determined by the Court

2 without any argument and it would Orai argument

3 ~~ and it would allow telephone hearings Or

4 conferences.

5 There is no pride in the authorship. What I

6 tried to do was to exclude pretrial motions which

7 waS spec if ically the subj ea t matter of several
8 specific rules, summary jUdgment, special

9 appearance, and I've got those 1 isted 18 (a), 86,

10 120(a), 165Ca) and 207(3).

11 MR. MCMAINS; What section ~~ what
12 page of the agenda is that on?
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES& It's a handout,
14 Rusty..
15 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO): This is a
16 handout, Rusty. I gave it to you. Let me just
17 briefly tell you what the purpose was. We had

18 several -- we've had many letters but nobody has

19 drafted a rule. So, Luke wanted me to draft one

20 tha t we could talk abou t.. And I used a very
21 simple rule that the district courts in Harris
22 County used but we enlarged upon it.
23 Let me just go through it very briefly. On
24 the -- I tried to exclude those rules that are in
25 the first paragraph because there are specific
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1 rules that apply to those motions g And, of

2 course, we state that the motion should be in

3 writing..
4 All of the suggestions -- now many of them

5 came frOm the administrative judges, but it's'

6 similar to the federal rule where, when you file a

7 motion, the consensus was that you should attach a

8 p~oposed order to the motion for the Court if the

9 Court wishes to use it.. That's always done in the

10 federal courts that I practice in anyway"
11 On submission, the theory is that you will

12 file a motion and state a submission date and the

13 I guess the clerk is the one who will present
14 it to the Court on a submission date or

15 thereafter.. There is no -- most of the
16 suggestions were 10 days. I put in 15.. That J s
17 one of thè thing s tha t you need to look at, is to
18 the number of days which, without leave of Court,
19 you would have from the date of filing to a
20 submission date to the Court..
21 In paragraph C it will require or not
22 require, depending upon how we adopt the rule, a

23 written response. ! do not like the last sentence
24 in C, but that is the primary emphasis on most of

25 the suggestions. It curtailsi I know, the western
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1 district of the federal court. I don. t like it.
2 If you don't act, you are consenting to it or that

3 type of th~ng. So, I put that in parentheses

4 because that J s one thing that we need to discuss"

5 In "Oft I have drafted it that if any party
6 wants oral argument or a hearing, they can obtain

7 it. In parentheses is the word "may, ø which would

8 allow, if you wish, the Judge to 4eo ide whether or

9 not there should be any oral argument or hearing"

10 That's a consideration you need to look at in D"
11 The "D" portion also has the telephone
12 conference" It seems to be fairly plain vanilla.
13 The only requirement there is, that if you want a

14 record, you need to advise the Court at least on
15 the day before the telephone conference so an
16 arrangement for a court reporter can be made.
17 I'm requiring that any order -- excuse me, on
18 that. I also put in parentheses that you had to

19 advise in writing" That may be something that you

20 want to s trike and just say "mus t advise the
21 Court. fi
22 And then final "E" is that all parties must
23 get a copy of the order. I don l t think there is
24 anything -- apparently. this is going On in all of
25 the jurisdictions, hut those are -- the three
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1 things that i think you ou~ht to look at is the
2 day requirement. whether it be 10 15 or more

3 without leave.of Court, whether or not there is a

4 requirement to file a response if you have any

5 option, three, whether the Court on its own caD

6 rule that there is no necessi ty for oral argument

7 if the part ies wan tit, and four l whethe r you need

S to advise the Court in writing .of the record..
9 Other than that, I think it pretty well

10 campI ies with several of the local rules
11 throughout the state. And it does allow the
12 telephone conferences.. I fro advised -- in EI Paso
13 there's no probiem about this. But I'm advised
14 that throughout the state there are some judges

15 who just don't -- say that there is DO authority
16 under the rules to have a telephone conference and
17 they just don't permit it. I don1t know if it's
18 facility or not. I.ve never had any real problem

19 with that. But, apparently, there is a prOblem

20 hecause we've had many, many requests for same

21 authorization in the rules for a telephone
22 conference to suff ice for an oral argument..
23 So, that's Rule 170.. There's no magic in the

24 number.. I just selected it because it goes right
25 in that area, and there is no Rule 170 currently..
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MR~ TINDALL ~ Sam, this wouldn. t work

2 in a family law practice at all~ How could you --

3 for example, a motion to modify temporary orders,

4 something is not working while a complicated

5divorce is pendingG this would ..- basicallY, you
6 would have to give 15 days notice~ Is that the

7 way I understand this? You would have to send a

a proposed order which -- I mean, I see it being

9 very, very awkward to use in family law cases ~

10 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO): And it may be,

11 Harry, but most of the local rules have 10. And,
12 of cour~e. you always have the option of going in
13 and f il ing a motion jus t i ike we l re doing now and
14 having a Court set a he.ringl which is what you
15 would do in those cases. These are this rule,

16 as far as I can see from the request, is intended
17 to be more of the. oh, motion for continuance,
18 discovery, sanctions and that type of thing.
19

20

MR. TINDALL: Sure.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Things tha t don' t

21 requ i re the tak ing of ev idenc e.
22 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO): Yeah. This

23 would in no way limit you from going in with a
24 motion and asking for a hearing and setting it
25 jus t 1 ike you are doing now, or it Wasn l t intended
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1 to do it.
2 PROFESSOR EDGAR: weii, that isn l t

3 what it start. out saying, though. It seems to be

4 a little broader than that.. Sam.. It says in all
5 pretrial motions except those the fOllowing

6 procedure.s shall apply.. And I think that someone

7 could well argue that Harry is not entitled to do

8 what he is doing, and that will be kind of clumsy.

9 MR.. SPARKS (EL PASO): That was not

10 the intent so we could --
11 PROF ESSOR DOaSANEO; Well, I would

12 suggest you change it to deal with a situation
13 where the testimony is not needed in order to
14 support the Court's decision. Of course, that
15 would mean that Rule 86 wouldD. t have a hearing

16 because there's no testimony there.. But I don't
17 know why we have venue hearings anyway, to tell

18 you the truth. Why not jult do them all in the
19 written record?
20 MR. SPARKS (EL ,ASO) i I lm never sure

21 what Rule 86 is.. We l re amending it every time..
22 Tha t l s why I threw 86 in there..
23 MR.. MCMAINS: Well" I thought you had

24 said that you were also trying to exclude motions
25 f or summary j udgmen t..
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1 MR. S'ARIS (EL 'ASO): Tbat'. true.
2 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Tba t' s 166 (a)

3 instead of 165..

4. MR. SPARKS (EL PASO)i Oh, well,
5 that i s a typographical error.
6 MR.. MCMAINS. 165 (a) is a dismissal

7 for want of prosecution rule.

8 MR. SPARIS (EL PASO) i I t should be

9 166 (a) . And the reason I did on 86 is there l. in
10 there a 4S-day requirement or something.. There l s
11 a day specified in the rule that you --
12 MR. MCMAINS~ Is a dismissal for want
13 of prosecution .a pretrial or ..- what about the
14 motion to retain?
15 'ROFESSOR EDGAR; It has specific time

16 limits in it, too.
17 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO): Okay. 165 and
18 166..
19 PROFESSOR EDGAR; You need to have
20 165 (a) and 166 (a), I think.
21 PROFBSSOR DORSANEO: I suggest we just

22 say in all pretrial motions that do not require
23 the taking of live testimony..
24 MR.. TINDALL i Nonèvidentiary.
25 PROFESSOR OORSANEOI The presentation
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1 of live testimony.
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES:- 'What abou't
3 supplementary, it wouldinclude that?

4 PROFESSOR DORSANIO. I would have been

5 just as happy not to go out to West Texas and,

6 argue that summary judgment motion for two hours

7 two weeks ago.

S PROFESSOR EDGARi You probably were on

9 the wrong side of it, too, weren l t you~

10 MR. SPARKS (ElL PASO): The only reason

11 that -- well, summary judgment has its own time

12 requirements, is the reason that it was excluded
13 from this proposal.
14 MR. MCMAINS i That l s r ight ~ So does

15 the venue rule..
16 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO) i That's why it

17 was excluded.

18 MR. MCMAINS i I mean, Rule 86 requires

19 45 days..
20 MR.. SPARKS (It PASO); I tried to
21 knock out every rule -- every other motion that
22 would be in a rule that had time requirements..
13 PROFESSOR BDGAR~ There might be soae

24 more. too, Sam..
25 MR. MCMAINS: See, the other thing is
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1 that 2Ð7 (3), whicb is only the depositioD -- X

2 mean, only the --

3 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: Motion to

4 suppress deposition.

5 MR. MCMAINS: Right. And there may be
6 other types of protec t~ve orders which may be

7 either preliminary orders. modifications or

S whatever, but y.ou have the same time problem.. So.
9 straight reqUiring 15 days doesn't get you any

10 protection if you've got --
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: How many feel that
12 we need ,an order such -- a rule such as this at
13 all. now that it's been presented? I mean, W8

14 always try to get on this table a way that will
15 permit us to deliberate every suggestion..
16 Sometimes we fail, but we try to do that..
17 Should we take this up further or table it
18 aDd go on with it? How many feel -- what is the

19 consensus on it?
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi I think we could
21 take it up later if it's going to take a lot of
22 time.. But this type of rule is something that is
23 an important thing for us to have.. It l s tiresome
24 to go down to the courthouse and spend three hours

25 to make a 10 -minu te argumen t.
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1 HR. HORRIS. Well, you can always do

2 it by agreeinent, but I think my client is entitled

3 to a hearing. And you have discovery matters

4 where the Court has been tell ing us that where

5 people are saying things that are privileged"you

6 have to bring things up and put it on the ~~ let

7 the Court see it ånd rev iew it in camera.

8 And I think it's just a bad decision to say
9 that maybe the Court is not going to grant you a

10 hearing. I think my client ought to be entitled
11 to a hearing on motion or be heard in opposition

12 of . motion. And that f s what I get hired for, is

13 to go down to the damned courthouse.

14 Z.:iR.. SPARKS (EL PASO); Lefty, that.s
15 why we pu t the word h shall ~ in there..
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I promised Sam
17 Sparks, San Angelo, I would recognize him next..

18 MR.. SPARKS (SAN ANGELO); Well, if the

19 problem is that the EI Paso judges don't believe
20 they have permission to have telephone
21 conferences, why don't you just have a little rule
22 that says upon agreement of the parties to a
73 motion it can be done by telephone?
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Sam Sparks, El

25 Paso..
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1 MR" SPARKS (EL PASO) = To answer
2 Lefty, we drafted the word "shall- so that any

3 party could have a hearing at any time on that"

4. Secondly, let me correct Sam for the reCord since

5 we S re making up the minutes" There is no problem

6 in 1£1 Paso on this" All of our jUdges allow

7 telephone conferences.. But apparently there must

8 be a substantial problem someplace else. We do

9 telephone conferences almost daily in El Paso"

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi I think we have
11 the habi t of doing everything at the Courthouse
12 because I suspec t that in the days of yore tha tis
13 where everything was done, and nothing was done by

14 paperwork, and the lawyers went down to the,
15 courthouse and spent a good deal of their time
16 there.. We waste too much time at the courthouse

17 hanging arOund and waiting for something to

18 happen" We need to do something about it"

19 MR. MORRIS = We III get board certif ied
20 telephone lawyers.
21 MR.. SPIVEY: Luke, did that get on the
22 record?
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I'm sure Chavela has

24 got it on there. If it dianl t, Broadus, you can

25 put it there right now..
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MR. SPIVEY: We l re going to have board

2 certified telephone lawyers.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES; I SEU:~ SOme

4 spec if ic s, if we l re going to take it up in
5 detail.. I think maybe in response to Harry that
6 the A sbould --maybe should suggest the

7 accompaniment of the proposed order but should be

8 made optional by putting ßmay" instead of

9 " s ha II U - -
10 MR. TINDALL = I think a good lawyer

11 may do that anyway..

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: -- so that it's at

13 least suggested..
14 JUSTICE WALLACE i If he wan ts it

15 Signed, held better submit it.
16

17

MR. TINDALL: That's right..

CHAIRMAN SOULES; On submission, we'v.

18 got Rule 21 that's working.. It Puts us in a press
19 a lot of times. but maybe itls because the other

20 side needs to put us in a press. It deala with
21 time periOdS that run after service.. Service by
22 mail extends the time period by three days..
23 So, if service by mail is made, six days

24 would be the earliest a matter could be
25 submitted. If not, if it's hand delivered, you
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can get it On three days. But the three-day rule

is working" And instead of having a new time

period of 15 days running from filing, I think we

ought to stick to the three-day rule running from

service..

Again, this is all for discussion. And the

last sentence of ~B~ I think should say the motion

may be Submitted to the Court Or set for hearing

on the submission date or later, so that it's

clear that the setting for hearing interrupts the

submission of the Court, if it's going to be

mandatoi;y, if we get down and use 8lmay~ in D ..

AS a in in C, the response should be served "

And I would suggest there that we also flag an

order denying the rel ief may be -- may accompany a

response..

MR.. TINDALL: I think a response to

any motion ought to be discretionary" If you

dOn't want to file one, so what.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, may be served

by the
served

yeah, that l s right.. And may be

MR. TINDALL: May be

CHAIRMAN SOULES: before the date

of submission or on a date set by the Court.
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1 PROFESSOR EDGAR i Well. but if you1re

2 going to file a respons., though, it should be in

3 writing. I ..an, that'. what this says. It
4 doesn' t say that you have to file a response. It

5 just says a response shall be in writing.

6 MR. TINDALLi Well, if you just show
7 up and say I disagree with their motion, nothing8 is
9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That's what we

10 usuallY do.
11 MR. TINDALLi That'. right.
12 MR.. SPARta (EL PASO): That's what the

13 practice is now.
14 MR. TINDALL i I t avoids a lot of paper
15 shuffling to have to file by opposition to a
16 motion that you're going to have to be down there
17 on anyway.

16 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO): Let me just
19 say. Harry, that what I tried to do wa. put every
20 single recommendation we've made in mail that

21 we've received in mail over the last six months.
22 And we've received a lot of these, for rule on
23 this is really -- what i need is some guidance on

24 what the consensus is so we can redraft it. And
25 I've tried to put in parentheses every area that I
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1 thought was controversial. But you've helped me

2 out on that..
3 For example. you know, it might be the most

4 innocuous rule in the books.. W.e may Change the

5 word "shall" to amay" in the preamble of the rule

6 and just give an option for the lawyers to do.

7 MR" TINDALL: I think what's needed is

8 the option for the m.ovant to be able to request

9 that his :motion be heard on submission as opp.osed

10 to having his motion set. waiting around, and
11 then, you know, he goes down there and he goes

12 down to court and he gets the call, and the other
13 lawyer called and said there was no opposition to
14 his motion.. Thatls crazy practice that we've got
15 in most courts now, right? And you would allow --

16 I think what we're getting at is, the courts are

17 reluctant to submission motions. at least they are
18 in our county..
19 MR" SPARKS (EL PASO) J I took -- is it

20 Houston?

21 MR" TINDALL; Yes..
22 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO) l i took it from

23 the Houston -- you-all must not follow the rule
24 because this is from the Harris County district.
25 MR. TINDALL: I don't know what's -- i
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1 don l t think submission practice is the prevailing

2 norm in this state; maybe 18m wrong.

3 PROfESSOR DORSANEO i It is in our --

4 we go -- it depends on the court you 8 re in. But

5 we go and spend the morning wai ting.

6 MR. TINDALL i No, no. The submission

7 Practice of where you just mail it in and it will
8 be considered by the Court after 15 days is not

9 the norm.

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI No.
11 MR. TINDALL i Norm is notice of
12 hearing. And I think to have a rule that would
13 permit a movant to have his motion heard by
14 submission to the Court after 15 days is needed.
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES. David Beck.
16 MR. SECK: I think in the Harris
17 County civil district courts you really have an
18 option. You submit on written papers unless one

19 or two of the parties requests an oral hearing, so
20 that you really have the option. Somebody just
21 submits their papers and say the hearing is not
22 necessary, the respondent still has the right to
2'3 request a hearing at which time it automatically

24 goes on the hearing docket.
25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: My view, the
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1 worst way to decide sometbing that doe.n' t require

2 the taking of .vid.nce .- the wars t way to 4ec ide

3 a legal question is by two lawyers getting up and

4 arguing about what these piece. of paper called

5 ncaa.s" say.. And it's better ... anybOdy can m.ake

6 a better argument in writing than they can make

7 standing up on their feet in terms of legal

8 issues, I would think, and it would be easier to

9 f 011 ow ..

10 So, our practice of baving a hearing all the
11 time to argue things that dOD' t require the taking
12 of .vid~nc. is really just a stupid way of doing
13 it.
14 MR.. SPARKS (SAN ANGELO) i You tv. got a

15 lot of trLal lawyer --
16 MR. BRANSON; On behalf of Rusty
17 McMains, I take Objection to that.. I've read some
18 of Rusty's briefs and he argues much better.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That was Branson.

20 Anything else on this? Anybody want to make a

21 motion? Rusty.

22 MR. MCMAINS i I really think that it

a~ needs some more study in terms ofwha t i sn' t going
24 to be included.. My real concern is . lot of the
25 discovery motions now are controll ing the
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disposition of the merits of the case with the

additional sanctions practice and such. Itls just

hard. to explain to your client when you just get

an order in that says you've lost. You don't get

a hearing and, you knowi there's just a written

submission.. And all of a sudden the Court comes

in and finds you in violation of the discovery

requests for order and you lose.. SOl now we will

proceed with the post trial procedures..

One would certainly 1 ike to get ~~ and I

think mas t the peopl e here -- at 1 eas t to ge t a
sense of what the Court1s doing when you're at a

hearing.. Usually they haven i t prepared for it, as

a practical matter, and so it does take a little

longer time..

Most of the time, my experience has been that
the trial court s don l t if it i S a real complex

issue that is adversarial, they may require

written submissions, thereaf ter may identify some

problems that nobody knew anything about before..

But a lot of times the Judge can just grimace at

the proper time and you Can immediately go out and

settle the matter in dispute..

If it looks 1 ike he l s leaning one way or the

other, you start making a give.. You don't get
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1 that in the written practice where you get no

2 inpu t f rom the Court. I think it takes some of
3 the humanity out of evaluation of where you are.

4 Bill probably likes that.

5 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yes. The
6 humani ty part of it is not particularly -- it t s
7 not easy to spot, grimacing at the right time.

a MR. MCMAINS; It is if you're paying

9 attention.
10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Well, I have
11 trouble spotting it. I make a -- you know, I
12 don't j4st sit in the Office. I make quite a
13 large number of arguments.

14 MR. BRANSON: I would submit, Bill,

15 though, that for every lawyer that comes out of
16 law school with writing abilities you get three
17 who have oral capacity that e~ceeds it. And
1 S you l:re really taking away something f rom the bar
19 and the bench both, because many of the trial
20 judges respond better to oral presentations than

21 they do presentations in writing.
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI That i s a point

23 well taken.
24 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO) i This waS simply

25 meant, as ¡ understand most of the requests. as aD
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1 option in the rules and it will -- you know, it
2 doesnlt affect me one way or the other, if we want

;) to just deny it and go on about OUr business. But

4 if we want something in here, we need a little bit

5 mOre guidance.

6 PROFESSOR DORSAIEOi I ld make one

7 suggestion. Maybe you-all want to consider

8 motions that are disposi tiv. of the Case in a

9 separate category_ I think if someone is going to

10 really cancel your claim, that they ought to speak

11 that to your face, or at least to have spoken to
12 you at some point in time directly. That much
13 humanity, I think, is important to obtain.
14 MR. SPARKS (SAN ANGELO) = But what
15 evidence is admissible or not, that caD be
16 dispositive of the case a lot of times.
l7 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Does anyone waD t to

18 make a motion in connection with proposed Rule

19 170? Okay. We'll move on for lack of a motion.
20 Bill~ do you want to pick up 186?
21 MR.. T!NDALL: What are we going to?

22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: ¡ bel ieve it i s 182

23 Bill bas got.. Sam, I really do appreciate your
24 effort..
25 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO); That's all
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1 right. We don l t need to redraf tit then. Jus t

2 drop it..
~ CHAIRMAN SOULES: I don' t think so.
, This will be our last session unless legislature

5 does something to us that we have to address..'

6 MR.. SPARKS (EL PASO) i That's fine.

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I would apprec ia te

8 your continuing thought about this when we get

9 together, whenever that may be.. We might put

10 something back on the table..
11 Is that the total consensus of the committee,
12 that we are just not ready to do this now but to
13 keep it alive and give it consideration in
14 whatever interim period?
15 MR.. MCMAINS: I WOuld move to table it

16 and just reconsider it.
17 MR. SPARKS (it PASO) = Well, let's
18 donI t do that, Rusty.. Let me just respond to any
19 of the persons who send Luke or Luke sends me that

20 they present their draft in the ordinary course of
21 things and we'll take them up as they come..
22 MR.. MCMAINS: Ob, okay.
2'3 CHAIRMAN SOOLESii At least we l 11 be

24 able to reply to all the people that we Ive heard
25 from and say that this matter has been tabled fOr
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1 the time. Those in favor of that action and that

2 response, please show by hands. Opposed? That l s

3 unanimously then agreed that we table this. So

4 respond and kE1ep an open mind. .Sam,tbank yoU",

5 Good luck for your hearing..

6 I believE1 Bill still may be getting SOme

7 organizational things au t of the way. Who would

8 1 ike to get a slot here and make a report on

9 something? Harry, do you want to take up your

10 materials?
11 MR. TINDALL: Okay.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Where do we begin
13 with yours now?

14 MR. TINDALL: Well, let' s see. Some

15 of them, I think, we have concluded, but let me --
16 on page 10, Rule 329. i think this one was
17 disposed of at our last meeting.. This dealt with
18 this motion for new trial following a judgment on
19 citation hy publication. I think that was -- if
20 we've got our long book here -- I think that had
21 been continued. I tbink we either put it in 324
22 or 329.
2è CHAIRMAN SOULBSI Tbat's 329. It's
24 most of the way back. And306a(7)--

25 MR. TINDALL: Thatls right.. It was
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1 Hadley's suggestion last time. 'his dealt with a

2 glitch in the rules because we cant t get service

3 on a motion for new trial within the tiine and have

4: a hearing on it.. So, I think we have -- this one

5 has been resoived, Charles Childress. prOblem.

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.. Thank you..

7 Sorry to have missed that..

S MR. TINOALLi So, I think that one is
9 done.. The next one -- let'. see, the way you.ve

10 got it in this book here -- dealt with -- it will
11 be page 13" There i s some correspondence between

12 Bill and mysel f involving Rules 296 to Rules 299.

13 They are not entirely a coherent set of rules.
14 Le t me show you wha t Dav id Beck and I worked on

15 with these rules. Let me pass these out and
16 around.

17 If all of you will look at what we have here

18 Rules 315 to 331. which was what I reviewed,
19 contain a lot of disparate subjects.. But
20 remittitur is Rule 315 and you will see what David

21 aDd I reviewed and have as our suggestion. We

22 have one discussion item with you, and that is, if
23 you do a remittitur, the old rule had you -- they
24 referred to it being in vacation.. As I see this,
25 there is one part of this that is not correctly
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1 done the way Oav in and I had of f ic ially done it.
2 Rule -- if you are looking at 315 (b) in the
3 handout, David, I think we had this written to say

4 PBy executing and filing with the Clerk, a written

5 release signed by him or his attorney of record

6 and acknowledged by a notary pUblic.Q Okay. I'm

7 sorry. We just did not do the strike out. There

8 is one --if you will strike the phrase "and

9 attested by the clerk, with his official seal.-
10 So that the way
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEOl He do.sn' t even

12 have a seal.
13 MR. TINDALL: -- the new way it was
14 written is,. you have a remittitur, you execute and
15 file with the clerk a written release signed by

16 your client or by you, and then the option is. do
17 you want it acknowledged by the party or the
18 party's attorney. We could not think of any
19 instance in which the clerk of the court takes the
20 aCknowledgment on a release or a remittitur. It
21 just -- no one does it that way.
22 PROfESSOR EDG.ARli Do you want to make

i3 it acknowledgment or sworn and subscribed?

24 MR. TINDALL: Well, that's where David

25 said -- you know, oftentimes, you have releases
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1 that are just signed by the partie. without it
2 being acknowledged. An acknowledgment would be

3 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Do you wan t an

4 acknowledgment?

5 HR. TINDALL: weii. it wouldn l t be a

6 verification. It would be .igned for the purpose

7 of consideration stated tbereLn. It would be an

a acknowledgment.

9 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: It would just be

10 the s1gna ture.
11 MR. TINDALL: Yes.

12 MR. BECK: The issue I think we

13 thought that requiring the clerk of the court to
14 put an official seal was kind of archaic.. Itls
15 never done that way.. So, the question is, well,
16 how do you want to do it? Do you want to just
17 have the attorney sign it? Do you want to have
1 a the cl ient . ign it? If tha t l s the case, do you

19 also want an acknowledgment on it? And I think
20 that' s the issue, to dec ide how we want to
21 mechanically do it..
22 MR. TINDALL: If you want it

23 acknowledged more 1n the form of -- one argument

24 for the acknowledgment would be that if you have a

25 release of judgment, those are acknOWledged and
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1 filed in court records. So, if you view a

2 remi t ti tur more in the na ture of a release of
3 jUdgment, then I think it should be acknowledged.

4 If yOu view remittitur more as a creature of being

5 a rele..., then, you know, those are signed and

6 thatls it. A settlement.

7 JUSTICE WALLACE. If you file it with
8 the clerk it's certainlY remission, and it.s not
9 valid anymore.

10 MR. TINDALLI That- s right. So, do
11 you need it acknowledged?

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Broadus.
13 MR. SPIVEY: I don1t know the answer
14 to that question. but I've got a question about
15 why we are cOncerned on this committee with the

16 remittitur rule. It's not a creature of statute
17 of rule. It's simply aD order by the Court. isn't

18 it?
19 MR. BECK: No, this is a rule.
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR i Rul e 315.
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES i. Broadus, you usually

22 don't reduce your verdicts by agreement. I can
23 tell that.
24 MR.. SPIVEY: I wish Judge ~allace
25 would close his ears because I daD' t want to get
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1 him prejudiced on this, but I'm going to bring it
2 before the Court the first time i can get it
3 properly raised about the unconstitutionality of

4 the remittitur rule when we doni t have any

5 additur~ I've been entitled to additurs much'more

6 of ten than not. You talk about lack of equal

7 protec tion of the law ~

8 PROFESSOR DORSANEOii If be had these

9 hearings in writing, it wouldn't happen like that.
10 MR. SPARKS eBL PASO) i I want the
11 record to show that I'm shocked at his attitude.
12 MR. SPIVEY: I really am interested
13 why we ought to be involved in fOOling with the
14 remittitur rule, because isn l t that almost an ex
15 parte pronouncement by a wise court that decides
16 the jury didn't know as much as they knew about

17 damages? I'm serious about that.
18 MR.. TIN.DALLii Broadus, I lm not here to
19 defend substantively --
20 MR. SPIVEYi NO, no. ! don't mean --
21 MR. TINDALL: remittitur for sure
22 or additur.. I mean, that's an issue that's, you
2'3 know ..-

24 CHAIRMAN SOULBS i Yeah, that' s not on

25 the agenda"
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1 MR. TINDALL i Dav id and I took on only

2 the rewrite of the rule to conform it with
3 existing practice and cure the --

4 MR. SPIVEY; But my point

5 CHAIRMAN SOULESi And that~s all welve

6 got before the committee. Broadus. 11m sorry.. We

7 really have .- we have a duty to a bunch of people

8 here to finish this agenda. If you want to take

9 on a whole remittitur of practice, submit it for
10 our next agenda.
11 MR. SPIVEY: I Slipped in a joke, and

12 you took me too ser iously. Okay.
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Where is it in the
14 rules that the release of judgment is required to
15 be acknowledged?

16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: It IS not

17 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO): It's not.
,

18 MR. MCMAINS: It's not.

19 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: I don i t see why

20 we need to have it acknowledged. If it can be
21 done in open court. why not just have it signed?
22 MR. BECK: The only thing it does say i

f3 thOUgh, in existing Rule 315, it says it must be

24 attested to by the clerk with his official seal.
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It's pretty clear

.~ '"
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that needs to be taken out. ¡ 'm just CODcerned

about whether something should be acknowledged. I
know that, for example, an assignment of . piece

of a pending CaUse of aC tion, if it gets filed,

has to be acknowledged. There are some thing.

that are filed in the district clerk's office that

have to be acknowledged.

MR. BECK: Well, I guess --

PROFESSOR DORSANEO; This isn' t going

to be filed in the district clerk's office.
CHAIRMAN SOULES i Pardon me?

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: This isn' t going

to be filed in the district clerk's office, I

mean, in the D record part of iilt anyway. Are you
talking about distric t clerk?

CHAIRMAN SOULES. To the district

clerk ..

MR. SPIVEY: Luke, you ire missing my

Isn' t the remi t t i tur ordered by the

If it is, we don't need a rule --

MR. MCMAINS: No, not necessarily. We

don't have to accept remittitur.

MR. BECK; Supposing the trial court

says, Broadus, if you donft remit $500,000, I'm

going to grant a new trial.

point..

Court?
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1 MR. SPIVEY. Yeah, but in that case
2 it's irrelevant also. It l S irrelevant either way

3 is what I lm arguing",

4 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Why?
5 MR. SPIVEY: Because the Court orders
6 the remittitur..
7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: No; they suggest
8 it to you.
9 MR. TINDALL: The judgment is already

10 entered..
11 MR. SPIVEY: All right. They suggest
12 it. Then if you comply with it, all you're doing

13 is complying with an order of the Court. It' s not
14 a contract. There's no consideration. There's no

15 need for an acknowledgment.

16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Oh. I see what
17 you're saying.
18 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: Harry, release of
19 judgment does not have to be acknowledged?

20 MR. TINDALL: I thought it did. If I
21 . sued --

22 MR. SPIVEY. It's not a release.
23 You're 1ust acknOWledging -- you're just accepting
24 the Court's --
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES:; I understand that,
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1 Broadus. ¡ 've got a question Ilm trying to get
2 answered..

3 MR. TINDALL: Dav id and I are very

4. open to removing the requirement that it be duly

5 acknowledged.

6 MR. BECK; I don l t think it has to be

7 acknowiedgedø but I think the better practice

8 would be to acknOWledge it..

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES g¡ I do and here's

10 why ~ Bee ause then you have an of f ic e r of the
11 state, albeit a notary. We all decide what we

12 think t~e office is. At least saying that a
13 person known by that officer has appeared .and
14 signed and aCknowledged that he did so for the
15 purposes therein expressed -- it's not a jurat.
16 Itls not under oath, but it has some authenticity

17 on its face.. And that makes sense to me, but it

18 may not be necessary.. Sam Sparks"

19 MR" SPARKS (EL PASO) ~ I agree, but I

20 think it makes sense to have the client do it, not
21 the lawyer do it" I know that you-all just took
22 it from the old rule, but I think that the rule

23 ought to be limited to the litigant rather than
24 have the lawyer do it.
25 CHAI1lMAN SOULES: Okay" Let me take
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1 it in pieces. How many feel that a remittituz

2 should at least have on ita face the authenticity

3 that an acknowledgment provides it? All right.

4 How many are opposed to that? Let me see the

5 hands again because it's not. clear-cut.

6 How many are -- how many believe that an

7 aCknowledgment should be required? Six. And how

8 many are opposed? Four. So, that's the vote on

9 that. The committee favors --

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: What happens if
11 it's not acknowledged, is what I want to know?

12 CHAIRMAN SOULESi The committee favors

13 the acknowledgment six to four. Now, then, how
14 many feel that the remittitur should -- we should
15 require that a remittitur be signed by the party
16 as opposed to permitting it be either the party or
17 his attorney? How many feel that the party only
18 should be

19 MR. MCMAINS: May I speak to that?
20 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: Okay. Yes, sir.
21 MR. MCMAINS: Well, I mean, I realize

22 that Sam probably only represents people that are

23 local and that are easily conveniently attained,
24 but if you do any significant substantial

25 out-of-count~. practice, and these things sometimes
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1 get done at a very late time in the g... in terms

2 of motion for new trial is going to be granted,

3 and if you've got a client that you canlt get.
4 hold of or and you may be able to discuss it by

5 telephone, but you may not be able to get the'

6 documents that actually execu~e it are done. I

7 guess maybe you CaD sit there in open court and

a try and do it. If you can do it in open court,

9 whic h we are chang ing, it makes no sense to me to

10 require that you have to have only the party do it
11 if you do it otherwise '"

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Is there a
13 contrary? Does anybody want to speak contrary to

14 Rusty on that? Okay. How many feel that both

15 parties -- how many feel that only the party

16 should be permitted to sign the remittitur?
17 That' s one. How many feel that the party or his
18 attorney should be permitted? Nine. And it was
l' two votes. I missed Orville's vote. So, that's

20 nine to two that both be permitted to sign the
21 remit ti tur '"
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Could we change

23 Øhim~ to Uthe partyU?

24 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Yes.
25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Because it refers
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1 back to the clerk.

2 CHAIRMAN SOULISa It will say -be
3 signed by the party or the attorney of record of

4. the party."

5 PRorlSSOR EDGAR. "Of the p.rty's.~
6 ØOf the party's attorney of record.1t

7 CHAIRMAN SOutES; We don' t have many

a possessives in the rule, apostrophe "S'su"

9 Anyway. Okay.. All in favor now of Rule i 15
10 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Just a second. live
11 got a prOblem with the way the thing is
12 constructed..
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES; All right.
14 PROFESSOR BOGARt W. start off upermi t

15 any party of A in open court or B" ll Why don i t we

16 put all that in one paragraph? And -- or maybe

17 not have any A, Bls and CiS, and just have it all
18 one paragraph..
19 MR.. TINDALL: I think stylewise, hels
20 right..
21 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I meaD stylewis. Ai
22 Band C are not of equal rank.. And that just
23 seems to be kind of Clumsy..
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: All right.
25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO~ I think we could
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1 repeal the whole rule, frankly~

2 PROFESSOR EDGAR~ Just combine all of

i it into one without any subparts.

4 MR.. TINDALL: I think Hadley has got a

5 good point.. Just making it into one cogent rule.

6 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yes.
7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Why do we use
8 release there? Why don i t we say a wr it ten
9 remittitur signed by the party, because we1re

10 really not -- release to me is --
11 MR.. TINDALL: That's right..
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: What?
13 MR. TINDALL: That's right.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Written remittitur

15 signed by the par ty..
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; You know, Mr..

17 Chairman, I'm not really sure that this Rule 315
18 remittitur is about what the other remittitur
19 rules are about at all.. I've always kind of
20 iooked at this and wondered what is this about
21 . stuck here. It may not be remittitur.. This

22 really maybe should be called release.
2:4 MR.. TINDALL: Well, the real world is

24 there's Dever a written judgment.. The Judge just
25 says I'm going to grant a Dew trial uDless
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well, this paper
2 jUdgment has been rendered.. Maybe this is about

:3 -- I don't know what this rule is about, to tell
4 you the truth. I don't know necessarily that it's
5 about the remittitur practice or it maybe about

6 God knows wha t..

7 MR. TINDALL; Sure, it's about a
8 remittitur practice. but it envisioned the Judge

9 signing the judgment and then granting the

10 remittitur, which i've never seen done.. The one

11 i've been involved in. the Judge j uat indicated
12 verbally from the bench..
13 MR. MCMAINS. Oh, I've seen it done.

14 MR.. TINDALL i Sign the judgment and

15 then grant a remittitur or they just
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: No, no, no. This is
17 where judgment has been rendered. not when

18 judgment has been signed.. There's a difference..
19 The Court pronounces its jUdgment..

20 MR.. TINDALL II I unders tand tha t..
21 PROFESSOR EDGAR: And then the Court

22 says, I'm going to effect that judgment by signing
23 one if you don't enter into a remittitur. And
24 then subsequently, the Court' s goin.g to grant a
25 new trial, or if you remit part of the judgment
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1 the Court will then sign the judgment thus remit

2 -- less that part remitted.

3 MR. SPARKS (EL PASO): ¡ 've seen it
4 done in defaul t j udgmeDts jus t 1 ike thi s aDd the
5 jUdge -- and the parties want some confirmation as

6 to an amount or they' re going to grant a new

7 trial.. ADd they want it in the record some way or

a the other so that they don i t enter that last order
9 on the last day.

10 MR.. MCMAINS: I i m not sure I

11 understand what your concern is, Dill..
12 CHAIBMAN SOULES: Can we move OD or do

13 we need more on this?

14 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Are you going to say

15 then in the second -- are you going to say then
16 such remi ttitur shall be a part of the record or
17 continue with the word "release?"
18 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes, remittitur.
19 Sure do. Thank you.

20 Okay. With those changes, those in favor of
21 the proposed amendment to Rule 315t please show by

22 hands.. Five.. Those opposed? Five to one.
23 Okay~ Corrected judgment or decree. Are you
24 ready for that onei Harry?
25 MR.. TINDALL; Yes" The next Rules 316
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1 to 319 deal with what we loosely refer to aSa

2 judgment nunc pro tunc. Aotually, 316 encoapasses

3 what I think ia everything that you really do. I
4: deal with corrected judgments quite frequently.

5 If there.s a mistake in it, you file a motion.

6 You give Dotice to the other side. The Judge

7 corrects it according to the truth or justice of
8 the case. Iso l t that really the core of the
9 reaittitur practice?

10 The other rules, Misrecitals 317 appear to
11 David and I, 18 and 19, to be total redundancies.
12 We've I have attached to it the old rule. You
13 Can read through them. There doeen l t seem to be
14 anything added so that we would have, then, one
15 rule, correction of judgaents, which you se. would

16 be -- if there is any mistake, obviously, the case

17 law would still remain in effect. That's clerical
18 or statistical or typographical-type mistakes, not

19 judicial errors.
20 And the only other substantive change was

21 that the notice -- it may be done this way now,

22 that you can give notice of the -- we changed it
3) from an appl ication to a motion because that

24 appears to be the way we l re Changing all the..
25 rules..
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1 MR. BECK ~ HarrY, there is another

2 typo. Shouldn' t that second paragraph also read

3 ~a motion" instead of Dan application- since you

4. changed it in the first paragraph?

5 MR. TINDALL: Where is that?
6 MR. BECK i The second paragraph.
7 MR. TINDALL; Oh, you. re absolu tely

8 right..
9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I didn1t catch

lOt ha t ..
11 MR.. TINDALL: On the second Parag raph

12 on Rule ,16, "The opposite party shall have
13 reasonable notice of an application. ø it should be
14 ft. motion.. U
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR: "Of the motion. ø

16 MR. TINDALL: "Of the motion." tha t' s
17 right. I don l t know if we even need that

18 sentence. We just said up above Qafter notice of
19 the motion therefor has been given to the parties
20 interested"
21 MR.. BECK: I thought that sentence waS

22 cut out, Harry, because once you add the reference

23 to Rule 21 ea), that sets forth the requisites of
24 the motion in the time periodS.
25 MR. TINDALL; That's right. Except
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lone sentence. NoW, we couldn't find anyth.ing ii:

2 Rule 317. 18 or 19 added to the Corrected judr.unent

3 practice..
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Before we go past
5 316, Can we substitute the word "corrected" for

6 "amended, l$ mist.akes may be corrected by the

7 Judge?
a MR.. TINDALL: ¡ 1m sorry, what is your

9 suggestion?

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES;i It's right there,to

11 substitute ucorrected" for th.e word -amended- in
12 the second line, beginning the first word in the
13 second line..
14 MR.. TINDALL; May be "corrected, n

15 sure..
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yeah, because that l s

17 really what a nunc pro tunc is..
ia MR.. TINDALL: He's not amending the
19 judgment..

20 PROFESSOR EDGAR: He's correcting the

21 mistakes.. He's not amending anything..
22 MR.. TINDALL; That's right..
23 PROFESSOR EDGAR: He's correcting
24 mis takes..
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: And I think that you
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1 have now -- I.m trying to go along with you~nto

2 the next rules.

3 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I tell you what,

4 nunc pro tunes have caused a lot of problems. And

5 rather than just trying to hit on this quickly
6 r ighthere , I'd kind of look throughai 1 of these
7 and make sure ~ .ve got it clear in my head before

S w. vote things up and down.
9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I think tha t' s

10 fair..
11 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Because this is a
12 tr icky areat fr iends..
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We have struggled
14 with --
lS MR. TINDALL i And you .va got to
16 Clarify it.. We're not eertainly -- but basicaiiy
17 our thought was that we need one rule as opposed
lS to -- you might take a second and tell us what you

19 See that Rules 17 f 18 and 19 -- not that we want
20 to vote on them today, but maybe give David and I

21 some guidance -- what you see in those rules that
22 are not covered by Rule 316.
2'3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well. 317 requires
24 that there be in the record of the cause
25 MR. TINDALL: Well, when you go back,
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1 though, you see --

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: .- the evidence
3 MR. TINDALL: acco~ding to the
4 truth or justice of the case, which would

5 obv iously encompass the record.

6 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: We l re re.ally

7 better offø I think, staying with the Texas

8 Supreme Court opinions on clerical errors,

9 j ud ic ial errors, than all of this old r igmarcl e.
10 The language in Rule 317 has caused problems --

11 MR. TINDALL: Sure.
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi -- because it

13 suggests that certain errors are nunc pro tuncable
14 clerical, when they really are judicial. And I
15 think that your suggestion eliminating that
16 nothing else is necessary other than Rule 316 is
17 probably sound.

18 MR. TINDALL; Well, for example, Rule

19 60 in the federal courts say "Cierical mistakes in
20 judgments or orders or other parts of the record,
21 errors therein arising from oversight or omission,
22 may be correc ted by the Court at any time on its
21 own admission or on the motion of any party after
24 such notice, if any" -- that is the entire
25 subject. So, Ilm not sure what .- 318 appears to
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1 he archaic and that ~- you see, all of these

2 rules --
3 MR. HCMAINS i w.i I , it is, exe ep t the t

4 it is pursuant to Rule 318, and the old concept of

5 determination of plenary jUrisdiction of the'

6 Court, which was

7 MR. TINDALLI Well, SUre now that we
8 have ..-
9 HR. MCMAINSi in the expiration of
10 its term, that gives the Court the power to render

11 nunc pro tunc when itls plenary jurisdiction
12 expires ~ There is no other rule other than a
13 suggestion in 329 (h) that that power exists, hut
14 it ia a power that relates hack to 316 and 317.

15 It does not even refer to 318. I mean. all I'm

16 saying is that 318 right now, it is the -- by
17 historical application and I think we probably

18 should update it. But it needs to be the whole
19 func tiOD of this was there is an inherent power of
20 the Court to change the record of its judgment to
21 reflect what it actually renders. assuming that it
22 is a clerical as opposed to judicial error.
i3 Whether or not you are -- whether the Court has

24 jurisdiction in terms of plenary jurisdiction or
25 not, it never loses jurisdiction over the records
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1 of its judgment.

2 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: But, 329 (b) says

3 that no\'1.. And the problem we get into with 318 is

4 tbat there is a split of authority on whether or
5 not a party is enti tled to receive notice of tbe
6 nunc pro tunc.. Because if you look at Rule 318

7 and you say inherent authority, then we bave One

a iine of cases saying the Judge can just go ahead

9 and do it.
10 MR. MCMAINS: Yeah. I don l t have any
11 disagreement that we need to inform the practice
12 so that it is made clear. All I~. saying is that
13 right now there is nothing in 316..
14 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: But it's in
15 329 (b) saying tbat you can do 316 even after the
16 expiration of plenary power. I tbink it also
17 cross-refers to 317, and .e l re getting into a
18 larger problem here. ¡ 1m looking at the index
19 table of contents. rather, for Rules 315 through
20 331.. And this little paCkage here, 315 through
2 1 3 19 , i s en tit 1 ed a s a sub tit 1 e P Rem i t t i tu rand

22 Correc tions. P
Z~ Now, what was bothering me a little bit
24 earlier, we were talking about remittitur, .315 is
25 entitled Uremittiturfl but what we would think of
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1 as the remittitur rule is Rule 320 (a) "If Not
2 Bquitabl.~ damages too small or too large. So we

3 have a kind of a crazy structure here. It gets

4 even c raz ier if we el iminate 317 v i 1 e and 319 and
5 i eave 316 as "Correc tioD of His takes n and tha~

6 ends up cross-referring down below to 329 (b),

7 which is entitled "Time For Filing Motions, ~ when

8 it' s really about a whole bunch of other things

9 now.
10 I think that this area is in need of total
11 consideration. But as a good first step, I donlt
12 ,think we need 317,318 or 319. We need a one

13 simple "correction of mistakes. rule that would
14 key into the pienary power Rule 329 (h) .
15 And I think in addition to that we need one
16 remittitur rule rather than a remittitur rule
17 denominated as such that mayor may not be about

18 the remittitur practice coupled with another rule
19 called" If Not Equitable," which you have to go

20 read it to be sure that that's really about
21 remittitur, given the title. I had to look
22 that's how I got to look at this, where is the
4l3 remi tti tu:r rule?
24 I would suggest we do eliminate or consider

25 recommending to the subcommittee the rewriting of

¡
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1 this section °IR" "Remittitur and Co~rection.. We

2 do eliminate 317, 318 and 319. develop ODe

3 Açorrection of mistakeeP rule, and develop one

4 Premittiturh rule that combines ~If Not Equitable"

5 328 with the method of making the remittitur which

6 is apparently wbat 315 is about. And those would

'7 be two steps forward in fixing this area..

8 MR. TINOALL i Well, Luke, wha t if we

9 can get that -- I think there i s legitimate
10 concerns about plunging in and trying to write
11 this on a hasty basis here.. If you can give us
12 direction that we're gOing to have one Rule 316,

13 whatever it may be denominated as, and one RUle

14 315, and unless someone sees --
15 MR.. MCMAINS: Well, the remittitur --
16 if youlre going to write a composite remittitur

17 rule denominating both why it's granted and what

18 the practice is, it ought to be under the new

19 trial section because we continually --

20 MR.. TINDALL: I think you. re right..
21 MR.. MCMAINS: -- separate motions for

22 remittitur for motions for new trial..
23 MR.. TINOALL: It really should be

24 incorporated in what you t re saying to --
25 MR.. MCMAINS: I'm agreeing with Bill
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1 that it belongs
2 MR.. TINDALL: In 329.
3 MR. MCMAINS i in Rule 32 e. I mean,
4 in terms of where itls presently located, why you

5 grant a remittitur.
6 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: It ought to be
7 called "remittitur, ~ too, rather than "If Not
8 Equitable. U

9 MR. MCMAINS: That's right.
10 MR. TINDALL: It should be
11 incorporated in Rule 3281
12 MR. MCMAINS: Yes. Except that Rule
13 328 also deals with -- though it doesnl t have
14 additur component, it does deal with the fact that
15 new trials are going to be granted when the
16 damages axe too small. So, itls not purely a
17 remittitur rule. I mean, it is a rule that is
18 related to a problem with damages.

19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: They don' t have to

20 be in 328. We've got some numbers there that have

21 been repealed. So. they can just be grouped
22 together.
2'3 PROFESSOR DORSANEOii Could be attached

24 to each other, yeah.
25 MR.. MCMAINS: I don't have any problem
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1 wit h t ha t ,.
2 CHAIRMAN SOULRS: Okay. We passed
3 Rule 315. And that may he in the interim, between

4 now and our next meeting. Harry, we would like

5 for you to consider combining that with 328 or

6 moving it adjacent to 328 so that the concept of

7 remittitur is all in one section of the rules
S anyway. Second, that you look at 317 aDd the rest
9 of these rules 317, lS and 19 and determine

1n whether those can be repealed without affee ting
11 some established point.
12 MR. TINDALL: Well, at this time they
13 add nothing. And I think tha tIs the consensus
14 he re, tha t we have one c orrec ted j udgmeD t dec ree

15 rule..
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Let me get that..
17 Are we ready right now to recommend to the Supreme

18 Court that 317, 18 and 19 be repealed without
19 further study? Those who bel ieve we are ready to

20 do that, show by hands.. Ten.. Okay. Those who

21 feel we're not.. Okay.. So, we-re ready, then, to
22 take up the suggestion that we modify Rule 316 and

2~ rep.al 317, 318 and 3 i 9..
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR. aefore we do that,
25 would it be helpful if Rule 316 started out by
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1 saying Dclerical mistakes in the record- as

2 distinguished from just D~istakes in the record~?

3 MR. TINDALL: ¡ think tha t' s good
4 because the federai rule certainly refers to it as
5 cler ical mis takes ~
6 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, that gets away

7 from the problem that the Court has perpetually

8 had in trying to teii people the difference
9 between a judgment nunc pro tunc and one that l s

10 not a judgment nunC pro tunc.

11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Tha t would be

12 acceptable to me, although I --
13 MR. MCMAINS: Well, the only question
14 I have about that is how this jives with the
15 general new trial practice which we injected
16 pursuant to Judge Guittard l s conCerns, which now
17 has identif ied a motion to reform or correc t the
18 jUdgment.

19 In our plenary jurisdiction rule you're
20 talking about -- Well, there's a clerical mistake,
21 . you go back under this rule and you have an

22 application and a hearing.. Whereas RUle 32'(b),
2~ in describing the plenary jurisdiction of the
24 Court, says "has plenary power to grant a new
25 trial or to vacate, modify, correct or reform the
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1 judgment. ø

:2 MR.. TINDALL: That's talking about

3 substantive reform, isn't it? ISn1t that really
4 what --
5 MR.. MCMAINS: No, that's not what,
6 plenary power means under TransAmerica. Leasing

1 versus Three Bears (phonetic).. The Judge, if he

8 says, lJI screwed up.." can do a new judgment on his

9 own without any motion or application.. Then there

10 isn' t any way you can attack for lack of hearing
11 on it.. Your relief then is to say, no, you didn't

12 make a mistake, if you filed a motion back again
13 to reform or correct it from the time that he
14 makes that.. But you cannott under Our existing
15 rule scheme, during a period of his plenary power

16 require application and notice..
11 PROFJSSOR EDGAR: That's right..
1 8 MR . MCMA INS i i · m jus t .. ..

19 PROFESSOR EDGAR: That l s right..

20 MR.. MCMAINS: That'S inconsistent with

21 the judicial interpretation of the trial court '.
22 pI enary powe r..
23 PROFBSSOR EDGARI But that J S Dot what

24 we · re talking abou t here as far as judgments nunc
25 pro tunc are concerned..
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MR. MCMAINS. We11, except that what

2 this is -. weii, 329 (b) has merged a nuDC pro tunc

3 practice in reality. In times when the trial
4. court still
5 MR. TINDALL i Still have got plenary

6 power, but beyond that --

7 MR. MCMAINS: What I'In getting at is

8 shouldn' t we have a rule which talks about

9 because that l s really where the 316, 17 ,et cetera

10 come in now with our current scheme of what

11 happens when he has lost plenary jurisdiction as
12 opposed to any other time. And anything else that
l3 you want to do should be controlled by 329 (bJ..

14

1 5 t ha t - -
16

17

MR. SPARKS eEL PASO): Rusty, isnlt

MR. MCMAINS: Or 324.

MR. SPARKS eEL PASO): Look at

18 306.(6) 6 and see if that doesn't
19 MR. MCMAINS: It saYs when a corrected

20 judgment has been signed after expiration of the
21 Court's plenary power.
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI See, that would

23 take you back to 316.
24 MR. MCMAINS i Yeah. So, I mean, it

25 doesn't change any -- all I'm saying is there is
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1

:I

3

4.

5

no -- l t really -- there
real nee 81 ty f or a nunc pro

i: b.a s

prètc tløe ~Ul

long as CO\u: t has j ur 1sd. ic tio:o..

, ROF ES soa EDGAR ~

MR. HeMAl : But

t l S r

re is
t ..

e Ii sj.ty

6 for a nUDC pro tUDG practice when the Court

7 lost jurisdiction.
e

1)

10

PROFESSOR EDGARi That i s right.

MR.. MCMAINS i And so wby l t we

draft a nuna pro tunc rule to deal preci y with

11 the issue of when the Court has lost its
12 j ur ladle tiOD~
13

14

PROFESSOR EDGAR: Otherwise, you' r. --

MR. MCMAINS ~ Otherwise, you don l t

15 ever need i t ~ And it makes no sense if . j UQg.
16 looks at it and says, oops, I put in an tra
17 zero.. for hi~ to go through any kind of
18 r..ittitur or anything a18 he ean jus t change

11 it. It do.snit reflect the verdict. Thati. just

20 silly to call hi. up and .ay. ..it . miaute, my

21 søcretary .typ(ld in an e)ttra zero.. Pure cleric
22 iii.stake on my part..
23

24. Ru. t y ..
25

CHAIRltAN sOin:.iUh Or left one out,

PRor OR DORIA.20~ Lawyer. in c....
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1 will still -- we bave -- If welre gOing to do it

2 like that, I think we have to be very clear,

3 because lawyers in cases will still call a plenary

-4 power period correction or reformatLon a nunc pro

5 tunc order.

6 MR. MCMAINS, But, see, I don't
7 consider that to be a problem.

S PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well, it is a
9 problem if they start going and thinking about the

10 r..tric tions on nunc pro tunc changes outside of

11 the plenary power periOd. I think we're gOing to
12 need to ..- I agree with you, this -- but I think
13 what I end up concluding is that the nunc pro tunc
14 rule needs to be closer to 329 (b), and it needs to
15 correlate better such that the lawyers know which
16 rule theylre using at the particular time that
17 they are seeking reI lef .
18 What .as done back in 1981 probably wasn't

19 done quite well enough on this -- in this area.
20 So, I would recommend to Harry's committee that

21 they deal with what you're talking about in the
22 contours of the correction of misrecitals or
23 whatever we want to call that rule.
24 MR. MCMAINS: Well, my real concern is

25 that there are cases, and they are generally cases
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1 where you're dealing with a pure nunc pro tUDC.

2 :au t the cases do say that if you don l t comply wi th

3 the application of notice, tnatit's void order.
4. And it doesn't do any good. You've got to go back

5 and do it again. You're entitled to a hearing;

6 it's reversible error.
7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I think you ought

8 to get a hearing if it's outside the plenary power

9 period..
10 MR.. MCMAINSi I agree. I don't have

11 any problem with that. That's what IAm saying.
12 PROF ESSOR DORSANEO: Tha t 's kind of

13 what we're talking about: why it needs to be dealt
14 with separately because it makes different
15 procedural reqUirements ought to be imposed on a

16 judge who's going to gO and change a judgment a

17 year later.
18 MR. MCMAINS: Correct. Because if the

19 Judge refuses it, that is also an appealable
20 order..
21 MR. TINDALL: So, is it the guidance
22 of the committee that we try to put 316
2~ PROFESSOR EDGAR: Closer to 329 (b) .

24 MR. TINDALL: near the conclusion
25 of 329 (b)? It would seem to me -.
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANIO= Yeah. I think
'2 after. Itls really -- it's in the wrong places

3 before. It should be after.
.4 MR. TINDALL = 329 (c ) _is logically

5 where --
6 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Prologicaiiy in
7 point in time, it OCCurs after the expiration

8 MR. TINDALL: Of everything, that's
9 right..
10 PROFESSOR EDGAR: It would be after
11 329 (b) time..
12 MR.. TINDALL: And if you'll notice,
13 329 (b) right now is the very last rule we have

14 until we get over to all the ancillary rules..
15 Everything else up to that has been repealed.
16 MR.. MCMAINS: Bill, are you really
17 talking about moving the nunc pro tunc rule into
1 a the new tr ial rules?
19 MR.. TINDALL: There i s a succeeding

20 rule following it..
21 MR.. MCMAINS: No, I understand that..

22 What I'm saying is right now, again, looking at
23 the overall categorization, H in the rule book is
24 called 

Qjudgments, ø and that l s why this rule is in

25 there because youlre scurrying around with
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1 judgments.

2 The next group -- the next category is J

3 which is "~ew Trials,. which d..ls with -- aDd

. where 32J (b) is. And while it is talking about

5 plenary j urisdic tion, it in part -- this is n,ot a
6 new trial issue espec ially af ter the Court - s have
7 lost plenary jurisdiction. I meank it doesn-t
8 have any place being in the new trial area.

I 'ROFBSSOR DORSAHEO: Really this
10 MR. MCMAINS: The truth of the matter
11 is, the plenary jurisdiction rule doesn l thave any

12 place in the new trial area.
13 PROFESSOR DOISANEO: That l s right..

14 This whole thing needs to be done. It needs to be
15 reorganized. But as first steps, we caD eliminate
16 what can be thrown out and then reorganize

17 thereafter, and then co.me up with --
18 MR. TINDALL ~ Could we do this? I
19 mean, I s.. us taking on a city hall if we're not
20 careful here. And we l re not -- so we don i t get
21 thia forever delayed. I think .e were happy wi th
22 315 on remittitur and just --
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES; That's beeD passed.
24 MR. TINDALL: Pardon?
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Tha t l S been pas sed.
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i MR. TINDALL$ Yes, sir. And on 316t
2 let' s leave it there for now. I acknowledge

3 readily that it may logically beiong Some other

4 place. But it would seem to me that if we say

5 Qclerical mistakes in the record, n we have

6 identified what we are intending 316 to be. It's

7 clerical mistakes. In or out of plenary power,

8 it's a clerical mistake. You can follow 316.

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. So
10 MR. BECK: Luke, let me ask a
11 question.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Dav id Beck.
13 MR. BECKi I'm not that familiar with
14 the substantive law under Rule 316.. By adding the
15 word "clerical, Q are we making any change at all
16 in the substantive law?
17 MR. TINDALL: No.
18 PROFESSOR EDGARI We're trying to
19 codify it.
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: No, we i re not. I

21 would say no.

2 2 MR. T I ND AL L : I tis not a

23 clarification, and it is not a plenary
24 modification.
25 MR. BECK: So, the clear intent of
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1 this committee is to nierely codify exist.ing law as

2 far as interpretation of Rule 316.

3 MR. Ti~DALL i Tha t · s r igbt '*

4 MR. BEel(: By adding the word,
5 "clerical.Ø
6 MR. TINOALL: That's right.
7 PRO'ESSOR DORSANEO~ And it-. One of
8 the easiest places to do that and be relativelY

9 sure that that l. all that l s happening.
10 CHAIRMAN SOULES. What is the caption
11 of Rule 316 going to be?
12 MR. TINDALL: Well, that's what ¡
13 though t abou t when I had tbi s typed up. One
14 thought I had was it was "correction of mistakes. ß
15 And I Changed it to "corrected judgment. ø But
16 frankly, I don't like that the more I think about
17 it..
18 The federal rule calls it "clerical
19 mistakes..Ø And that may be what we're really
20 dealing with is a clerical mistake. I see this
21 all the time in my practice. People don't

22 identify the automobiles or the land that they1re

t3 getting in decrees.

24 MR. MCMAINS: What you're doing,
25 really, is you are correcting clerical mistakes in
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1 the judgment :récord..

2 PROfESSOR DORSANEO: It' $ correcting
3 the :record, :really, yeah..
4. MR.. TINDALL: Thatls right.. So it

5 should be -~

6 MR. MCMAINS: You are Co:rrec ting the

7 record" You are not correcting the judgment..

S MR.. TINDALL: Clerical mis takes would
9 be ..-
10 PROFESSOR BDGAR; I would say
11 "correction of clerical mistakes in the record."
12 MR.. MCMAINS: "In the judgment
13 record.. i'
14 PROFESSOR EDGAR: "In the judgment
15 record..'.
16 MR.. TINDALL: What is the judgment

17 record if tha t' s not the j udgmen t?

18 PROF Esson DORSANEO: Well, tha t l s

19 what's wrong.. See, thatls not the judgment..
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR: You see, what I just

21 -- you aee, Barry~ what you just told m8 a minute

22 ago ia really not the Subject of a judgment nunc
23 pro tunc.. If the Court didn. t name that
24 automobile --
25 MR.. TINDALL: Oh, I know that.. They
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1 put the wrong vehi(;le vehicle ID number" they

2 misdeøcribe ~he property.

3 PROFESSOR EDGAR: If the jU4gment
4 if the Judge ma4e that mistake, that l S Aot a
5 j udgmen t nunc pro tun(;.

6 MR.. TINDALL;: No, the lawyer. typed it

7 up wrong..

S PROFESSOR EDGAR: That's still not a
9 judgment nunc pro tunc..

10 CHAIRMAN SOULESI We caDIt get the
11 record here.
12 PROFESSOR EDGAR: If the Court makes a

13 mistake in reducing it from the judgment to the
14 judgment record, that's the subject of a judgment
15 nunc pro tunc.
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Correction of

17 record of j udgmen t.
18 PROFESSOR EDGAR: That's right.. You
19 see thatls the problem. And iawyers don*t
20 understand.

21 . MR.. MCMAINS: After loss of
22 jurisdiction.
23 MR. TINDALL: Well, I've learned --
24 PROFESSOR BDGARa Do you see what I'm

25 saying to you?
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CHAIRMAN SOULES i: All right.. How

abou t bcorrec tion of jUdgment of record-1
PROFESSOR EDGAR: "Of judgment

record." ~Correetion of mistake. in judgment

record.. H

MR.. SECK: Harry, why did you insert

"decree. in there? Is that because of some

anomaly in the family law courtS?

MR. TINDALL i: Well, we have dec ree s ;

we don't have judgments..

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: They think you're

having ~he anomalies in your court.

MR.. TINDALL: It encompasses it.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Judgments is meant

to be--

MR.. TINDALL: It does.. Yeah, we don't

have to put decree.. And although it had in 316 --

I think it initially said in the substance of it

in the jUdgment or decree.. You see, the first

sentence is "miatak.. in the record of any

judgment or decre.... So I just -- but welre going

to drop that caption and say it l S .correc tion of
record of j udgmen t.. ·

PROFESSOR EDGAR: Thatls fine..

MR.. TINDALL: No cler ical --
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES i: It' s going to be

2 "correction of clerical mistakes in judgment

3 record." Now, that's what this deals with, isn't
4: it, Rusty?

5 MR. MCMAINS~ Right.
6 CHAIRMAN SOULES: "Correction of
7 clerical mistakes in judgment record. M And then

8 we start out the sentence .Clerical mistakes in

9 the record of any j udgmen tlf _..

10 MR. TINDALL: That's right.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: llm.ay be
12 corrected.u And the only thing I have some
13 concern about after that is Rule 21 (a) -.. Rusty,
14 Rule 21 (a) deal.s with how parties serve notice,
15 not how courts serve notice. Is this the kind of
16 a thing that might come up on the courts on
17 motion, and if so, do we want the Court bound to
18 give certified mail notice?
19 MR. TINDALLI Itls going to be upon
20 application, is the way the rule speaks now. So
21 it's going to be upon some -..

22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I heard Rusty speak

23 to that a moment ago about how there had to be an

24 application Dr it was reversible error and --
25 MR. MCMAINS: There's no application
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1
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25

-- if there is no motion service in notice or

hearing in the in a Classic nunc pro tunc post

pienazy jurisdiction, thatl sreversible error.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Spl it of

authority..
MR. MCMAINS: What?

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i BpI i t of

authority..
MR.. MCMAINS; I understand.. I

understand.. If you were entitled to it.. I mean,

if you --

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Does this come up on

the courts on motion or is that something that's

too remo te to

MR.. MCMAINS; The courts usually don. t

ever look at their judgments after they've signed

them unless somebody asks them to..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: They not ask

them wi th a motion, though..

CHAIRMAN SOULES:: Okay. Well, then

the motion is that we amend RUle 316 by Changing

its caption as previously indicated, and it will

readllClerical mistakes in the record of any

judgment may b.e corrected by the Judge in open
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1 court according to the truth of justice, ,. and then
2 continue as Harry has it here proposed.

3 MR. TINDALL: If we're going to drop
4 ~decr.e~ On the first -- were you dropping

5 IId.creeP?

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That's right. And
7 drop "decr.e.."

8 MR. TINDALL: Then we ought to drop it

9 on the last one alSO. I just made the two

10 sentences consistent.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Those in favor show

12 by hands. Opposed? That's unanimous.

13 MR. TINDALL: And then we' re going to

14 knock out 317, 18 and 19.
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yeah. We took a
16 vote on that a while ago and I believe that was
17 unanimous.

18 MR. TINDALL: Okay. One thing that
19 Bill --
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Before we get on

21 with that4 we need to take in 329 (b) from the
22 first unnumbered paragraph in the parenthetical

23 the words "and 31.7" away.

24 MR. TINDALL: Right. And there l s
25 another place over in 324. I spotted that.
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And in 32 9b Ui)PROFESSOR DORSAREOs

MR. TINDALL: Right.

PROFaSSOR DORIANBO i -- there is

another reference to Rule 317.

CH.AIRMAN SOULES: Hold it now.. Your

scribblers are not keeping up with you. I know we

should be but 329 (b) --
MR. TINDALL: Ref ers to in G and H..

No, the lead-in in three places..
CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay..

MR. TINDALL i We need reference to

17..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i And then wha t · s the

other rule?

MR. TINDALLi I thought we spotted it

over in
PROFESSOR EDGAR. It l sF, G and H..

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: F, G and H in

329 (b).. Nowhere else.

PROFESSOR EDGARt 329 (b) V, G and H

you should delete and 317, as well as the lead-in

paragraph to Rule 329 (h)..

MR.. TINDALL i

there was another place..

comes out.. That. sit..

And in 306 (a).. I knew

In the nunc pro tunc 317
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES = If anybody has got
2 these things on a computeri these rules, and you

3 can spot other deletions, please dO so and let me

4. know so that we can -..

5 PROFESSOR DORSA.EOI Texas Rule of
6 Appellate Procedure 5 would have that same

7 language in it.
8 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Okay.
9 MR _ TINDALL i The las t ..- excuse me.

10 I didn't mean to --
11 PROFESSOR EDGAR: It's Rule 306 (a) i

12 paragraph number 6. Did you get that?

13 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Does anybody got the

14 Texas Rules of Civil Procedure on computer?

15 PROFESSOR DORSANEO) We' re working on

16 that.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Are you? Okay. All
18 right..
19 PROFESSOR DORSANKO: I think those
20 would be all the places 317 will he referenced.
21 If there are any mars, we'll tell you.

22 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Will you let me
2~ know, beca~s. we' r. gOing to try to get these
24 finalized here pretty quick?
25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; In TRAP -- it's
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1 T RA P au 1 e 5 (c) .

2 MR. MCMAINS. That l s a good name for

3 it..
4 MR..TINDALL: One final discussion..

5 Bill brought up, K is the tag end of this so that

6 there is nothing -- in our last meeting,
7 subdivision K on Page 204 of the Rules of Civil

8 Procedure called certain district courts -- last
9 time .e voted to repeal 331 and the question was

10 raised, what does Rule 330 do in our practice?
11 And I still don't see what Rule 330 does.. It
12 appears to me to be something that' s entirely
13 covered by rule -- Article 199 (a).. But if you-all
14 see something here

15 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Bill, you gave that

16 some review, didn't you?
17 PROFESSOR DORSANBO: I didn' t -- I fa

18 have to go back and read the Court Administration
19 Ac t and look to see whether it's been covered..
20 This comes from the old Rules of Practice Act of,
21 I guess, 18 something or otheri and goodness knows

22 whe ther there l s any of it tha t hasn l t been
Z3 reenacted in the Court Administration Ac t or
24 el sewhere..
25 PROFESSOR EDGAR; WeIli may I make a
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1 suggestion, then? In the economy of time. why

2 don it we just table that? It l s Dot gOing to do
3 any harm sitting there and lett. go on to some

4 other matters, if I may.
5 MR. TINDALLI Thatls fine. i will
6 concur with that because welve got better things

7 to do than to worry about it. But it doe. 8e..
8 like it's dead-letter law.
9 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Have we -- do I

10 understand your note here that we have already
11 voted to repeal 331?
12 MR. TINDALL: Yes, that was last time,
13 and i think just, you know, while we l re Cleaning

14 up these rules, if 330 could come out in the

15 foreseeable future our rules would then end with
16 the "Motion for New Tr ial, ~ which makes same sen8e

11 to it..
18 CHAIRMAN SOULES = When you -- if you

19 do decide to move 316 to 330, why don't we just
20 also propose to repeal 330 when we have our next

21 meeting where we can -- we will identify that --
22 tag it and it would be for review.
2~ MR. TINDALLI Okay. The next packet..
24 Luke, did you get in here -- let me see, Rules 103
25 and 106? Are they -- what page are they on?
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES: 36?
2 MR. TINDALL: Okay. Let me show you
3 what ~~ if you will, turn to page 36 for a
4 minute. All of you -- I cirCUlated this. I
5 believe. Let me kind of review with you. Tu~n.

6 if you will, to 103 for a minute on page 39 of the

7 handou t..

8 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi The handout?
9 MR.. TINDALL: I meanl of the left-hand

10 bound volume..

11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: The agenda..
12 MR.. TINDALL: Yes" This gets a little
13 tr icky, bu t 1 e t me take you through the way I
14 tried to do it.. Rule 103, I believe, incorporates

15 the decision of the committee last time.. I've
16 circulated it to you.. And what it does is --
17 we've had this. I think, just about like this each
18 time.. It's any sheriff or constable that are not
19 precinct or county limitations and anyone
20 authorized by the Court over 18, and then we
21 mandate service by mail, if requested, and then
22 there is nO requirement of a written motion and no

23 fee for ~- authoris.d for a person to serve.

24 Tha t l s 103..
25 Then skip 104 for a .iaute aDd go to 106..
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1 That'. the next one .e discussed iast time.. And

2 that is the method of service and we changed two

3 little points to conform with 103. The citation

4 shall be served by any person authorized by 103.

5 And then subpart B we delete the prov is ion by , an

6 officer or disinterested adult in the Court's
7 order because 103 teiis you who can serve papers.

8 And then 107, on 43 conforms the Change so

9 that it's ~The return of the officer or authorized

10 person," and we said if itls going to be an
11 authorized person that their return had to be
12 verified..
13 Now, those were the way I believe we left it
14 last time and I was to get them cleaned up like

15 this. Now, I circulated that and the fallowing

16 comments have come back:

17 First of all, go back to page 37 for a
18 minute. Tom Ragiand and Bill wrote me and

19 suggested that RUles 99 to 101, dealing with the
20 contents of the citation and the preparatiOn of it
21 by the clerk, be in one rule.
22 Now, let me skip over a minute. That would
23 take 99 to 101. 102 was suggested that we repeal
24 it. It says that service is effective within the

25 State of Texas. Well, that's certainly not the
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1 real world that I live in. We mail them to

2 Pennsylvania and California frequently.

3 PROFBSSOR DOaSANEO = Let me .ake oae

4 comment about that~ That, I think, is common. I

5 don e t disagree with you on repealing Rule 102 'but

6 the idea, which has kind of gone away, is that

7 Rule 108 was meant to deal with nonresident notic.

e and that Rule 108 is not service, it is notice.
9 MR" TI.NDALL: Yes 4$
10 PROFESSOR DORSANBO= And this is old
11 styled Pennoyer versus Neff conceptualism that is
12 still going to be partly in this rule book even

13 though not everyone may see it.. If you look at
14 Rule ios, it do.sni t say that this is the service
15 of citation. Itls serving a thing that looks like

16 a citation. All right"
17 MR. TINDALL: But we
18 PROFESSOR DORSANE03 So, I think we

19 would be all right to take 102 out.
20 MR" TINDALL: I agree because we
21 really are serving people outside Texas. Thatls
22 what we ø re doing.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: S.rv ing them with

24 notice..
25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Serving them with
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1 -- usually Rule 106 kind of would do that# even

2 though technically you would be doing it through

3 108. You would be using 108 aDd it would be

4 saying that you can do outside the state what you

5 can do inside the state under Rule lOG.

6 I(R. TINDALL: That · s r igh t..

7 l?ROFESSOR DO,FSANEO:: i: t would work..

8 MR.. TINDALL: Let me just -- then 103

9 -- I'm sorry, 104 was Hadley/s suggestion last

10 time, i: believe, that because we expand to
11 conserve under 103, 104 is unneces~ary.. That's if
12 the sheriffs were disqualified.. How, then 105 was
13 strictly housekeeping on the duty of the officer..

14 Now, that's where the world was left.. So,
15 the question is, assuming 103, lOG and 107

16 that's rLght.. If 103, 106 and 107 are written
17 correct. and i: 1m going to assume that they are.

18 the ques tion is, do we repeal 1021 i think tha t' s
19 kind of an easy one and 104 -- and make the

20 conforming change in 105.. And I thought my world
21 was pretty siaple that we would discuss Rule 99 in
22 whether we want to put into one rule Pprocesau in
23 the contents of it..
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Let' s get 102
25 through 107 first. Can we do that?
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1 MR..TINDALL : Sure..
2 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi i: have --
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES i In tha t group of

4 rules, does anyone have any housek.eeping changes?

5 JUSTICE WALLACE: I have..
6 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Ok.ay N Judge

7 Wallace..

a JUSTICE WALLACE: Now, we can change

9 103 to permit constable -- sheriffs, constables or

10 any other person authorized by law or by the Court

11 or the legislature is going to do it.. And i
12 suggest, that we do it because private process
13 servers are well organized.. They.ve got their
14 lobbyists hired and lobbyists are working.. And
15 either we include those private processers too --
16 as authorized by law, which when you get down to
17 it is substantive matter as opposed to procedure.

18 I think -- or the legislature is gOing to do it
19 for us..
20 So, I urge you to look very closely at that.
21 All we have to do is say. llsheriff, constable or
22 other person authorized by iaw or person
23 authorized by the Court. ~ Not unless the Court
24 tells your secretary if she wants to she can

2S serve, or your investigator or whoever..
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULESi¡ That's a good
2 sugg.estion.. 'rh.ank you.. Let' s look at Rule 103

3 just a minute.. It's on page 39.. In the fifth
4 line, "or (2) by any per.on authorized by. --

5 subject to JUstice Wallace's suggestion there', I

6 think it ought to be "by law o~ by written order

7 of,. and then continue the sentence to "ageD in

8 the next line and then strike "who is authorized

9 by written order,. becaUSe that's got some

10 redundancy in it anyway..
11 MR.. TINOALL: Luke, let me suggest

12 this. Would this not say the same thing: "All

13 process may be served by any sheriff ir constable
14 or other person allowed by law," period. I mean.

15 uor (2) any person authorized by the Court... And
16 then if the laws change the rules conform..

17 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, we wanted
18 well, we wanted the authorization of the Court to
19 be limited to a written order.. That's been
20 debated here and settled.
21 MR. TINDALL: No, I agree.
22 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: That doesn't
2'3 change it.. He's just putting the authorized by
24 law person in one along with the other authorized
25 by law people, sheriffs and constabie..
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1 MR. MCMAINS; That's right.
2 JUSTICE WALLACE: Any sheriff or

3 constable or other person authorized by law, and

4 then down to n (2)..

5 MR.. 'rINDALL; That's right.
6 PROFESSOR EDGAR. Any "sheriff.. comma

7 ~constabl e. U comma --

8 MR. TINDALL: "or other person
9 authorized by law, U and then if we have the

10 legislature authorize the bonded servers, the rule
11 is consistent. Thatts what you were getting at.

12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Because they. re

13 probably going to regulate them, too, and all
14 that.
15 MR... TINDALL: That's right.
16 JUSTICE WALLACE; Well. what they've
17 worked out and the plan is to let this commission
18 on whoever is licensed -- private detectives also
19 certified or whatever they do, those individuals,
20 private process servers. As I understand. there
21 will he some bond required and that sort of
22 thing. Now, Bill Clayton is representing them

23 and, as I understand. that's pretty much what
24 they've got the skids greased for.
25 MR. TINDALL: We have a new governor.
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEO : Okay..

2 MR. TINDALL; The old former
3 governor-to-be vetoed what they pushed through.

4 JUSTICE WALLACEi Well. they vetoed it

5 at the request of the Court subsequent to ~- we

6 told them we would take care of it by the rules..

7 MR. TINDALL i Oh, okay..
a CHAIRMAN SOULES = And we're doing it..

9 MR. TINDALL i And we' re doing it.

lOOk ay ..
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.. So. thank you

12 for that suggestion. Justice Wallace.
13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Can we go back to

14 102, 103? Are you ready for that one?
15 MR.. RAGLAND: May I ask a question on

16 103 before we get off on it, Luke?

17 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes, sir.. Tom
18 Ragland.

19 MR.. RAGLAND: I have some concern that

20 the old rules -- the proposed rule makes a
21 distinction between citation on the one hand and
22 other process o.n the other hand.. They're entirely
23 diffe.rent. They serve an entirely different
24 function at different time frames. ADd I figure
25 that if we don't add under the proposed 10J here
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to say -all citatioD and other process,. you're

going to have some deputy cotlsta.b1e in Ogiesby,
Te~as who is not going to serve anything but

citations or he's not going to serve the

citation.
CHAIRMAN SOULES i Any obj ec tion to

lnse%ting the wo%ds~ .citations and otherS-

between "all h and ~process. in order to make that

very clear?
PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Second.

CHAIRMAN SOULES, No obj ec tion.

That' s ~nanimouslYf then, accepted as a

sug.gestion..

PROFESSOR EDGAR: That's going to be

Qall citations and process.'

CHAIRMAN SOULES i "And other

process.o Is it .other process," Tom, or is it

just .citations and process"?

MR. RAGLAND i Yeah.

CHAIRMAN SOULES. Citation one kind of

process ..

MR. RAGLAND; Luke, in our county

it' s probably the same or similar in other
counties.. In addition to the regular citation

where you ini tia te an or ig inal lawsui t, they have
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1 15 different forms that tbey' re required to
2 serve. Family law codes, for example, have some

3 specified forms that y.ou serve notice of different

4 fashions on. And 80 I think all..
5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, that should be

6 plural. Shouldn't it be "processes" instead of

7 Øprocess~?

8 MR. RAGLAND i Yeah..
9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: No.
10 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, say
11 citations. Is "processH singUlar or plural? I'm

12 just asking.
13 MR. TINDALL: It should be
14 "citations. ø No, "citation and other process.ß
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I don l t want to say

16 l'al1....
17 CHAIRMAN SOULESi JUit s trike the word

18 llall~ and say "citation and other process."
19 MR. MCMAINS: How about "any citation

20 or other proceis"?
2i CHAIRMAN SOULBS. "Any citation Dr
22 other process.."
ii PROFESSOR EDGAR: Just say, "citation
24 and process may be served. ø

2 5 MR. T I NO AL L ; Th at's it..
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Yeah. Avoid the

2 Engl ish probiem.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: How about "other
4 process, ø -- no.

5 MR. T!NDALL: ~ Ci ta tion and other'

6 process. ..
7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: .Citation and other
8 process."

9 MR.. MCMAINS: We say "may..ft Do we

10 want to say "may. or do we want to say "shall-?
11 Is there any other vehicle other than provided

12 MR.. RAGLAND i Well, the statute
13 requires sheriffs or constables specifically to
14 execute the
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tom, would you want
16 "shall" to be inserted for "mayft there?
17 MR.. MCMAINS: No, it says "all process

18 may be served. ø

19 MR.. RAGLAND: Well, the problem with

20 that is --
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay..
22 MR. RAGLAND i If you leave it optional
21 there. of course, there '. a statute that requires
24 the sheriff or constable to execute papers of the
25 court, but it doesn. t require individuals to do
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1 it. I donlt think you can require it.

2 MR. MCMAINS: It infers that there's

3 some other ways. That's all.

4 CHAIRMAN SOULESt Okay. How many N-
5 wha t was the 102 now? We l re going to go back, to

6 102 before we vote on that. Apparently somebody

7 wanted to do that.

8 MR. T ¡ NO AL L : Well, 1 0 2 wa $ Bill l s

9 suggestion that we don't need that.

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I have one
11 question about 103. I thought I heard you say
12 that the sheriffs or constables would have
13 statewide jurisdiction under 103. Is that what
14 you intend?

15 MR. TINnALL: That l s right.
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: ! don l t think 103

17 says that at all.
18 MR. TINDALL: Well, we deleted that it
19 would be in the county in which the party is to be
20 served -- or the constable of the county in which
21 the party to be served or found. Take that out.
22 Now as the real world
2'3 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well, yeah, but

24 that's one of those things -- you take that out,
25 it's no longer there -- if you were at this
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1 meeting, you would kind of know what th.at means

2 but otherwise you don It.

3 JUSTICE WALLACE; Add ing the WOrd
4 "any" there in front of sheriff Or constable will

5 take care of that.
6 MR.. TINDALL: That'.s right. The real

7 world is you're not gOing to have a sheriff in

8 Travis County serving someone in San Antonio. I

9 mean, that's just not going to h.appen. But we

10 don' t want to get into a problem where a constable
11 in one prec inc t can l t serve someone in another

12 precinct, or in a Dallas/Fort Worth metroplex,

13 itls awful trying to serve someone around D.F.W.

14 CHAIR~AN SOULES; That l s not
15 necessarily so. I may be able get the sheriff of
16 Floresville to drive down to McAllen and serve

17 somebody for m. if I need him to do that.
18 ~R. TINDALL: You may. aut 11m saying
19 that -..
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi But I think he's
21 going to need to know that he can.
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Well. let's try it

2) this way to see if it works before .e put more

24 language in there because it says -any..
25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: All r igh t..
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CHAIRMAN SOULES; Verbally, it's

correct. Rusty..

MR.. MCMAINSii Well í except that

read the stuff which it says "authorized by law.."

i mean. when we put the ~authorized by law. ..

know why we did it.. But if you say -any sheriff

or constable or any other person authorized by

la.," if somebody -- if the sheriffs and

constables read that. the "authorized by law, n as

modifying all of them, they may take the position,

well, under the law, I don't have juriSdiction

outside my county..

look at that --

Thr.oughou t the

MR.. TINDALL; Well,

PROFESSOR DORSANBO:

state somewhere

MR.. TINDALL: How can we put the

comment that's down below _.. I don' t know how we

put comments into the rules, Luke.. See the Change

down below? Do we -- can we

CHAIRNAN SOULBS. It will be in the

rul El book.

MR.. TINDALLI We can make that as a

comment as part of the rule, then I think it's

very clear, RustY$ the change at the bottom

becomes -- do they call them note?
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1 JOSTICE WALLACE; I bel ievEl it says

2 comment.
3 MR. TINDALL; Comment, that.s right.
4 If we can make that as part of our proposal,

5 comman t --

6 MR. RAGLAND: Well, the duty of
7 sheriffs and constables to serve papers is

8 statutory. That.s not a rule. I mean, there.. a
9 speCific statute that says they shall serve. It.s

10 Article 6873.
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI Probably not
12 anymore~ Probably somewhere in the government

13 code..
14 MR.. RAGLAND: No. It's still in the
15 same place..
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi Could you change

17 your comment, if that's going to be part ofit.
lS further sheriffs or constables are not restricted

19 to service in their counties or precincts?
20 MR.. TINDALL; Sure..
21 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Or something 1 ike

22 that..
2) PROFESSOR BOGAR: In their respective
24 counties or precincts.
25 MR.. TINDALL: Are not restricted to
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1 service in their respective counties or

2 prec inc ts.
3 PROFESSOR DORSANEO~ That's probablY a

4 pret ty good way to go abou tit.

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay_ What about,
6 now., 102?

7 M.R. TINDALL II 102 was the one that is

8 the old Pennoyer versus Neff legacy. I guess, that

J territorial service is 1 imited -- or is affec tea

10 statewide.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It fS really affected

12 beyond that.
13 MR. TINDALLi That's right.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES II All in favor of

15 repealing 102, show by hands. Opposed? That's

16 unanimous. Did I see a hand go up in opposition?
17 MR. SPIVEY: No, I was voting late.
ia PROFESSOR DORSANEOI Slow voter.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It f S unanimous that

20 we repeal 102.. Those in favor of 103 as it as been
21 res ta ted together with the expanded comments, show

22 by hands. Opposed? That's unanimous. Those

23 favoring the repeal of Rule 104, ahow by hands..
24 Opposed? That' s unanimous.. Those in favor of the
25 Change to Rule 105, show by hands.
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1 MR.. RAGLAND: May I speak to that?
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes.. sir" Tom
3 Ragland..

4 MR.. RAGLAND: Luke. in connection with

5 105.. I think we ought to look also at Rule. 15. 16

6 and 17 that is stuck over here in an

7 out~of-the-wa~ ~.ace that address the same issues

8 as some of these rul es.. I see no need in hav ing

9 rules dealing with service and the duties of the

10 officers over here under the general rules, 15, 16
11 and 17.
12 MR. MCMAINS: YOu're in the old rule

13 book..
14 MR. RAGLAND: Yes.
15 PROFESSOR DORSANZO: Well, I end up
16 coming from the other direction.. ! think maybe
17 Rule 103 beiongs in the general rules about all

18 writs and processes rather than over here in
19 citation..
20 MR.. RAGLAND; Well, wherever it
21 . belongs, it all beiongs in the same place.

22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I agree with
23 that..
24 MR.. RAGLAND: i: mean, if you put them

~ 5 in the index --
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1 CHAIRlIIAN SOULES: Le t l s give Harry

2 another job to reorganize these for our next

3 MR. TINDALL: 15. 16 and 171
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES i And this series of

5 100 rules.

6 PROFESSOR EDGARi They seem to relate
7 one to the other ø

8 MR. TXNDALL i Well, yes and no. I see

9 problems. The courts in our county caD issue.

10 writ of attachment to go pick up a child. That is
11 ~- you know, that's a different creature from a
12 citation advising someone

13 MR. MCMAINS: It's process..
14 PROF ESSOR DORSANEO i See, we're

15 screwing up again here on the overall scheme of
16 things because this part of the book is citation,
17 Section 5 Citation. We have Rule 103 that talks
18 about citation and other proceis. You.ve gOt to
19 be -- you've got to ignore the organization in
20 order to find tha t rule when you're talk ing about
21 writs of injunction or something like that.
22 MR. TINDALL; Let me
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: There may be a rule
24 that tells you to ignore the organization.
25 MR. TINDALL: Let me -- I plowed
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1 through this 14, 15 -- I mean 15, 16, and 17. But

2 there l s a lot of other rules that deal with
3 sheriffs and constables serving.. What about an

4 attachment as a form of process?_

5 MR. MCMAINS: It's a writ.
6 MR.. TINDALL:! It'sa writ. but it.iS a
7 process. Anything issued by the Court, you've got

8 injunctions, maybe you want that people can serve

9 injunctions, but what before an e~ecution. I

10 don. t want all this to-- I don. t ~hink we want
11 persons other than sheriffs and constables out
12 seizing property or taking children.. I don't.
13 So, I'm saying, we're going to get .- we're going
14 to open up more -- you see?

15 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, the fact that

16 15, 16, and 17 relate to process and tha t there
17 are other rules relating to process does not, to
18 me, indicate that they ought to be in the same
19 place. Now, I don't -- functionally. I don't see
20 any problem with 15 and 16 being where they are

21 and what we i re now talking about being up over
22 here somewhere else.

23 MR. TINDALL: Yeah, but citation --
24 PROFESSOR EOGARt That doesn't offend

25 me..
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1 MR. TINDALL: We're dealing with
2 citation and the associated orders that go with

3 citations, which are typically restraining orders,
4 show cause matters and other typical papers that

5 we want served inc ident to prel iminary hearings~

& JUSTICE WALLACE. Notices.
7 MR. TINDALL: Notices, that l s right.

S Not the taking of people or property or the ..-
9 MR. RAGLAND; Well, that emphasi:ies

10 exactly the point I lm making. There are so many
11 variable -- various types of writs or processes,
12 whatever label you want to put on them that there
13 ought to be some effort to put at all in one
14 location.
15 MR. MCMAINS: Well, except I doalt --
16 11m not sure that conceptually, though. that we
17 are prepared as a commi ttee to say that we want a
18 sheriff in Harris County going and executing on

11 property or attaching property or sequestering
20 property and trying to be responsible for storing
21 it in El Paso.
22 MR. TINDALL; I don't. I agree with
23 with Rusty.
24 MR. RAGLAND i If you get one of them

.25 to do it, I ld like to see it.
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULESii All 11m suggesting

.2 is that the discus.ion that w.. re having be

3 reduced to some study at whatever level by Harry' s

4 committee, if you can.

S MR.. TIND.ALL:: Well, I will take on a
6 further study because I struggl.ed with what you dO

7 with a -- do you want a court authorizing the

e service of a garnishment on a bank by a

9 non-sheriff? Yeah, that doesn't offend me to tell

10 a bank they can' t discharge release of money..
11 But do I want a non-sheriff or nonconstable
12 taking a boa t au t of someone's yard on the
13 execution of judgment? ¡ don't think so. I mean,
14 it seems to me if it's notice-type Court papers

15 that we want individuals authorized to do that.
16 MR.. RAGLAND: Harry, ¡ agree. The
17 only point I lm trying to make is that whatever
18 procedure, if this committee comes uP with a

19 procedure for these special writs, execution and
.20 that sort of thing, that it seems to me that for
21 the convenience of the lawyers and the bench, that
22 it ought to be in the same -- you know, within the

23 same sec tion of the rule book rather than have to
24 skip around here, there and yonder for it..
25 MR. TINDALL:: Well, the problem with
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1 that, Tom. is -- I went through all those

2 ancillary writs in the back. There's, you know,

3 trespass to try title -- all those specifically
4 zero right in on . sheriff or constabie, and I
5 didn&t want to tamper with those rules. And if we

6 delete 14, 15 and -- 15, 16 and 17 over -- we're

7 beyond what I want to do, which was to allow that

a citation and the restraining orders to be served

9 by people authorized by the Court or by law.

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Harry. if you will
11 take on the job of trying to study for
12 reorganization and resubmis8ion, great. But we 'va

13 got -- we'll move on. Right now w. t re just on

14 these rules..
15 MR. SPARKS (SAN ANGELO): One problem

16 is, as he reorganizes it, you do have a prOblem

17 because it says, ~citation and other process."
18 And I'm telling you as private investigator., ¡ 've
19 had a few of those around me, and it says .other
.20 processes, P by God they will go levy on the car or

21 -- you know, I'm telling you, if you don't have it

.22 somewhere del ineated that they can l t, they are

~3 going to think they can.
24 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: i: l,m beginning to

25 think we ought to take that process out.
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1 MR. SPARKS (SAN ANGELO): Harry,
2 that l s just a point fOr you.
3 MR\I TINDALL = I would weii, you see
4 when we get to the next complication which is the

5 Committee on Administration of Justice, the way I

6 had. drafted is fIe itation. fl That's really what
7 we're dealing with. And, to me, the restraining

8 order is the subspecies of the citation, franklY..
9 So tha t sort of goes away \0

10 I would urge US to reConsider that it be
11 "citation may be served by." 103. That's what
12 we're deaiing with in this whole thrust of the
13 rules \0 And I would urge that as a
14 reconsideration..
15 MR. RAGLANO: Harry, would it address

16 -- I think what you're saying bas merit, of

17 course, as usual. But on 103, would it answer
18 that to say"citation and other noticesl'?
19 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi That might work,

20 too. I was thinking about that.

21 MR. TINOALL:: Sure..
22 MR. RAGLANP: That gets it out of
23 the --
24 MR. TINOALL: Taking of property or
25 people. Yeah, citations and other notices.
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1 Sure..

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES; That m.ke.s sense..

3 MR.. TINoALLì I'll accept that.
.4 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Good suggestion..

5 Tom.
6 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Tha t · s . good

'7 sugges t ion II

8 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Does anybody
9 actually supervise service anymore? I mean,

10 anybody in this room.. I mean, do you
11 CHAIRMAN SOULBS~ My help does.
12 MR.. TINDALL; Yeah, I struggled with
13 it..
14 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Because I had a

15 ques tion.. We. re probably not there yet on whether
16 there is still delivery restricted to addressee
17 only..
18 CHAIRMAN SOULES: No, there's not..
19 Tha t 's coming up..
20 MR..TINDALL: That's coming up.
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Okay.. Let's get
22 through these -- this bunch, and then we're going
ai to talk about a special problem that may make

24 sense, but we l II see..
25 We're gOing to repeal 104.. Welre going to do
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103 except we're going to say ~citation under

notices." 105 is -- that suggestion is

unanimous. 106 is, again, housekeeping, isn't it?
MR. TINDALL i Yes.

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Those in favor of

the suggested changes to 106, show by hands..

Opposed? That's unanimous. 107, again, that's
housekeeping as well, isn't it?

MR.. TINDALL: Yes..

CHAIRMAN SOULES: All in favor of the

Opposed? Again,107 suggestion, show by hands.

tha t. s ~nanimous..

MR. TINDALL; Okay. Look, if I can --

MR. SPIVEY i We've got lunch out there

and I'm hungry, and it's 10 after 12100.

CHAIRMAN SOULES. We've got to do two

things.. This next thing is so connected. All it
says -- and Harry is going to report aD it.
Oliver Heard wanted to tell us one thing about the

Administrative Rules -- something of the new

proposals that have come back from the COAJ" And

I advised 01 iver that we have not expressed a lot

of interest in pushing the Administrative Rules to

reality, but he still wanted to address us on a

minor point -- an important point but not a real
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broad point. So let e s get the citation here
finished and then get to that.

MR. TINDALL. We dian l t do 99 to 102

incorporating that into one rule. That's what

Bill had suggested.

CHAIRMAN SOULES; Well, do you want do

interrupt this and hear Oliver and come back to

citations after we eat? Maybe that.s a good idea.

MR. TINDALL: Yes.

CHAIRMAN SOULES;

don. t you take a few minutes?

Okay. Ol iver. why
This is Oliver

Heard. 01 i ver is in teres ted in the of course,

a II of you know 01 ive rf rOm my own town of San
Antonio. He l s interested in the collection _.
debt collection aspects of the new Administrative

Rules and some of the suggestions that have come

for Changing tha.t part of those rules,. which

suggestions have come from the committee on

Administration of Justice and the State Bar

concerning it. Oliver, please give us your views

on tha t . Thank you.

MR. OLIVER: I don't want to take more

than a minute or two. I was contacted this

morning to the effect that the committee on

Administration of Justice had take.n the
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1 declaration rule that they had SOme subcommittee

2 that made some kind of recommendation that I've

3 neve~ seen and it was sent on to he~e.

4 I donl t want to deal with the question of

5 whether the Administrative Rules ought to be '

6 passed or not passed or any of that. I was asked,

7 because my law firm does a lot of COllection,

8 primarily of taxes, to write that rule. And we've
9 spent a lot of time working on it, had seve~al

10 lawyers on it and met with a professor from
11 California and all this sort of thing and back and
12 forth a~d knocked it around.
13 And I think we got a pretty good workable
14 rule there if you ever want to do the whole

15 thing. If you don't, you know that dies with the

16 rest of it.. That's fine, too. But I wouldn't
17 like to see that thing greatly tampered with
18 without SOme opportunity for the people who

19 drafted it to tell you why they did it. And
20 that's really all ¡lve got to say.
21 Really, all it is ~- all that rule iSi is it
22 divides -- it identifies COllection cases as cases

23 in which there are no factual or -- no factual or
24 legal disputes. Simply, you know, are going

25 through the process. The second anybody certifies
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1 that there is a bona fide factual or legal
2 dispute, it goes into the civil trial docket..
3 Bu tit's to try to take au t of the docket the
4 one-third or one-fourtb or One-half of the cases

5 that are collection cases in various stages of

6 settlement and in bankruptcy where necessary

7 parties haven't been served and that sort on

8 thing '"
9 And basically the way it work sis when a

10 coilection case is filed, it goes on the suit
11 pending docket.. When all necessary parties have
12 been served, it goes to the ac tive docket. If
13 it's in the process of being settled and a written

14 settlement agreement is made, it goes to the
15 settlement docket. If one or more of the
16 defendants take bankruptcy, an action is stayed,
17 and it goes to the bankruptcy docket..
18 'rhen from a numerical standpoint, the only

19 thing that reflects is active trial of business of
20 the cases on the active docket. And I want to say
21 one other thing about it, and that is, that these
2.2 four dockets don't change, from the clerks

.2'3 standpoint, the chronological method by which the

.24 -- by which the cases are filed. You just

25 separately identify them and you file -- which
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1 theyare doing now, by and large ~~ and you file

2 them. you know. by the order in which they Come

:3 in..
4 You maintain thes$ four dockets either in the

5 docket book or on a computer.. And those counties

6 that want to do it by computer, there was

7 discussion that it's going to cost a lot of
8 ~oney.. Let me tell you, this is a 3 or $4,000

9 total problem in terms of software, hardware and

10 everything else.. Therei. nothing to it.
11 So, I just wanted you to know that and if you
12 ever get to considering this th£ng -- I don't mean
13 to waste your time.. If you ever get to
14 considering it, I sure would like to be heard on
15 the merits of the rule, the way it's constructed,
16 because there was a lot of time and energy that
17 went into it and we think it t S a good rul e in the
18 context of the overall..
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Oliver, thank you
20 for your interest.. We appreciate it.. Broadus
21 . says he wants to break for lunch.. Since we had

2.2 that interruption, why we might as well break..

23 Wha t do you think Broadus?

24 MR.. SPIVEY: ¡ think I 1 ike that..
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Will you second
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1. that? Will you secon4 your own motion for that?

2 MR. SPIVEY ~ I III be eas ier to get

3 along with after lunch..
4

5

6 (Recess - lunch.
7

8 (End of Volume I.
9
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